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Ngā Mana Whenua o Tāmaki Makaurau
Collective Redress Act 2014
109 Functions and powers
(1)

The Maunga Authority has the powers and functions conferred on it by or under this
Act or any other enactment.

(2)

In exercising its powers and carrying out its functions in relation to the maunga, the
Maunga Authority must have regard to—

(3)

(a)

the spiritual, ancestral, cultural, customary, and historical significance of the
maunga to Ngā Mana Whenua o Tāmaki Makaurau; and

(b)

section 41(2).

In exercising its powers and carrying out its functions in relation to the administered
lands, the Maunga Authority must have regard to the spiritual, ancestral, cultural,
customary, and historical significance of the administered lands to Ngā Mana Whenua
o Tāmaki Makaurau.
[Emphasis added]

41 Maunga must remain as reserves vested in trustee
(1)

This section applies to each maunga once the maunga is—
(a) vested in the trustee under subpart 1, 2, or 3 of this Part;
and
(b) declared a reserve under any of sections 18 to 29, 33, and 39.

(2)

The maunga is held by the trustee for the common benefit of Ngā Mana Whenua o
Tāmaki Makaurau and the other people of Auckland.
…
[Emphasis added]
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APOLOGIES
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Grant Hawke closed the meeting.

4.14 pm

The Chairperson thanked members for their
attendance and attention to business and
declared the meeting closed.

CONFIRMED AS A TRUE AND CORRECT
RECORD AT A MEETING OF THE MAUNGA
AUTHORITY HELD ON

DATE:...................................................................

CHAIRPERSON:..................................................
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Open Agenda
1

Apologies
At the close of the agenda no apologies had been received.

2

Declaration of Interest
Members are reminded of the need to be vigilant to stand aside from decision making
when a conflict arises between their role as a member and any private or other
external interest they might have.

3

Confirmation of Minutes
That the Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau Authority :
a.

confirm the minutes of its meeting, held on Monday 19 September 2016, as
a true and correct record.
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4. Vehicles and pedestrians on the Tūpuna Maunga
This report will be tabled at the Hui.
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5. Draft Operational Plan 2017/18
This report will be tabled at the Hui.
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6. Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau Authority Annual Financial Report
Author:

Kym Jones - Financial Advisor, Co Governance

Reviewers:

Francis Caetano - Group Financial Controller, Mark Maloney - Head of
Internal Audit

Purpose

To provide the Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau
Authority with the special purpose Annual Financial Report
for the year ending 30 June 2016.

Recommendations

That the Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau Authority:
(a)

receive the Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau
Authority special purpose Financial Report for the
year ending 30 June 2016, prepared by Auckland
Council;

(b)

Receive the letter from the Chief Executive of
Auckland Council confirming that the special
purpose Financial Report is accurate;

(c)

Note the actions being taken to address the issues
and recommendations identified when preparing last
year’s Financial Report (included in appendix);

Statutory responsibility
1.

Auckland Council (the council) is required under section 63 of the Ngā Mana
Whenua o Tāmaki Makaurau Collective Redress Act 2014 (the act) to provide the
Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau Authority (Maunga Authority):
a. An annual financial report on the Maunga and administered lands; and
b. A Letter, signed by the Council’s Chief Executive, confirming the annual
financial report is accurate and the Council’s accounts relating to the Maunga
and administered land have been operated appropriately.

The Annual Financial Report
2.

The annual financial report covers the 12 month financial period 1 June 2015 to
30 June 2016.

3.

It is a special purpose annual report that reflects the current understanding of the
Council’s reporting requirements for the Maunga Authority under the Ngā Mana
Whenua o Tāmaki Makaurau Collective Redress Act 2014 section 61.

4.

The special purpose annual financial report provides the following:
• Statement of Income and Expenditure
•

Schedule of Capital expenditure

•

Statement of accounting policies applied

•

Notes to be read in conjunction with these reports
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5.

Income and Expenditure for the annual financial report is maintained in project
codes assigned to each Tūpuna Maunga within the Council’s accounting ledger.
These project codes are reviewed and then consolidated together to form the
annual report.

6.

The Council provides a quarterly report to the Maunga Authority on Income and
expenditure and variance commentary for each quarter. These quarterly reports
are prepared by the Co-Governance financial advisor.

7.

The annual financial report was prepared independently by the Financial Control
team using separate reports and transaction analysis tools.

8.

The annual financial report did not change materially from the Quarter 4 year-todate results presented to the Maunga Authority at Hui 21 on 19 September 2016.

9.

The annual financial report has been reviewed by the Group Financial Controller
and the Head of the Internal Audit. They confirm that the report reflects a true and
accurate view of the activities of the Maunga Authority.

10. A full internal audit will not be carried out unless it is requested by the Maunga
Authority.

Letter from Auckland Council’s Chief Executive
11. Attached is a letter from the Council’s Chief Executive to accompany the
Financial Report for 2015/16. It confirms the financial report is accurate and that
the accounts relating to the Tupuna Maunga have been operated appropriately
and consistently with section 63 of the act.

12. The letter also references the limitations encountered when preparing the 2015
Financial Report. An update on progress addressing the matters raised in the
internal report of findings and recommendations for the 2014/15 Financial Report
is attached to the letter as an appendix.

13. In summary, there has been significant progress in addressing the issues
identified in the report. The drafting of the financial governance document is
expected to be implemented in early 2017.

Commentary on the Annual Financial Report 2016
14. The net operating result for the 2016 year was $2,595k against a revised budget
of $2,565k, a variance of $30k (1.01%).

15. Operating Revenue was $49k favourable to budget. Residential rental income
on Maungakiekie was reviewed during the year and this has contributed to a
favourable variance of $28k. User License fees of $9k for water supplied on
Otahuhu has also contributed to the favourable variance. Other revenue from
activities included annual grazing fees of $3k and event income of $9k.

16. Operating Expenditure was slightly over budget (1.3%). The overall budget
was managed throughout the year to meet the costs of producing the Integrated
Management Plan, as well as an increased focus on rodent and pest control and
the motor vehicle restrictions on Maungawhau/Mt Eden.
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17. Capital Expenditure was for $1,017k, an under spend of $899k to budget. A
number of capital projects were unable to be started in 2016 due to delays in the
design works and consents. The underspend has been carried forward into future
years.

18. Comparable information - The preceding financial period only covered a 10
month period from 28 August 2014 to 30 June 2015. The 2016 financial year
covers a 12 month period from 1 July 2015 to 30 June 2016. The two periods are
therefore not directly comparable.

19. Governance Budget – The Annual Financial report does not include costs
associated with governance. A separate budget is held within the Governance
division that covers costs associated with advertising and holding hui (i.e.
catering and venue costs) and remuneration of members. 1 The statutory
requirement to provide an annual financial report does not extend to the
governance costs.

Attachments
A

Letter from Auckland Council’s Chief Executive with appendix

B

Annual Financial Report and accompanying notes for 2016

Attached for members’ information is an Attendance Register for the first term of the Tūpuna
Maunga Authority.
1
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7. Speed and parking restrictions on the Tūpuna Maunga
Author: Janine Bell, Associate Partner/Planner Boffa Miskell Limited

Purpose

This report makes recommendations on the enforcement of
speed limits and parking time limits on the Tūpuna Maunga.

Recommendation

That the Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Maunga Authority :
a.

agree that a 30km p/h speed limit apply to all roads on
the Tupuna Maunga (with lower speed limits retained on
roads to the tihi and at speed humps) and that signs and
traffic calming measures be put in place to support
adherence to this speed limit;

b.

agree that management put in place consistent
maximum parking periods of 90 and 120 minutes per
hour in the appropriate areas of the Tūpuna Maunga to
ensure fair access and efficient use in these precious
places; and

c.

agree that, with respect to parking management on the
Tūpuna Maunga, a provider be contracted to manage the
car parking areas on the Tūpuna Maunga.

Background
1.

The Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau Authority (Tūpuna Maunga Authority)
is a road controlling authority under the Land Transport Act 1998 (LTA),
meaning it has decision-making authority over roads on the Tūpuna Maunga.
There are, however, no enforceable traffic or parking controls in place on the
Tūpuna Maunga. The Tūpuna Maunga Authority wishes to address this
regulatory gap and have the ability to address speed and long term car parking
issues

2.

At Hui 12 (19 September 2015) the Tūpuna Maunga Authority directed staff to
develop traffic management measures to address these issues.

Existing Situation
3.

An audit of existing speed limits, parking restrictions, access restrictions and
third party access requirements has been undertaken for all of the Tūpuna
Maunga. This audit is set out in Attachment A.

4.

In summary:
i.

Eleven of the Tūpuna Maunga provide vehicle access

ii.

With the exception of Ōtahuhu, all eleven have gates preventing access
at night – the gates are all closed from 7pm – 7am in winter and 8.30pm
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to 7am in summer. Security guards check car parks are empty before
the gates are closed
iii.

The eleven Tūpuna Maunga that provide vehicle access also provide
car parking areas, with only the Maungawhau and Te Tātua a Riukiuta
parking areas currently including time restrictions. Maungawhau has a
range of parking time restrictions from 60 minutes to 180 minutes, while
the carpark time restriction at Te Tātua a Riukiuta is 120 minutes

iv.

Four Tūpuna Maunga have posted speed limits. Maungakiekie
(40km/hour, with 20km/hour applying on the roads to the tihi/summit),
Ōwairaka (20km/hour), Maungarei (30km/hour with 20km/hour at the
speed humps) and Takuranga (20km/hour and 15km/hour at speed
humps);

v.

Five Tūpuna Maunga provide public vehicle access to the tihi
(Maungakiekie, Ōwairaka, Puketāpapa, Maungarei and Takuranga).
This access is generally on a narrow carriageway shared with
pedestrians. 2

Speed Limits – setting, consulting and enforcing
5.

The audit of speed limits applied on the roads on the Tūpuna Maunga showed a
lack of consistency in the posted speed limits, with the majority of the roads
having no posted speed limits and of the four maunga with posted speed limits,
these range from 20-40 km/hour. The need for low speed environments are
reinforced on a number of the maunga due to the narrower carriageways and
often steep grades.

6.

One option for setting and enforcing traffic speed limits is to pass a bylaw which
would enable speed limits to be enforced by the NZ Police. The process and
rationale for this is set out below.

Option 1 – setting a bylaw
7.

The LTA provides for the setting and enforcement of speed limits set in
accordance with the Land Transport Rule: Setting of Speed Limits 2003. A
bylaw prepared to set speed limits is enforceable only by the NZ Police.

8.

Under the Land Transport Rule, the process for reviewing and proposing to set
speed limits less than 50km/h is set out in s3.2(6). It states:
“A road controlling authority may propose to set a speed limit of less than 50
km/h but, unless section 4 applies, may only set the proposed speed limit if:
i. the calculated speed limit for the relevant road is 50 km/h; and
ii. the proposed speed limit would be likely to increase the safety of
pedestrians, cyclists or other road users; and

2

Note: A report recommending changes to vehicle access on these 5 maunga is also included in this agenda.
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iii. safe and appropriate traffic engineering measures are installed so
that the measured mean operating speed is within 5 km/h of the
proposed speed limit.”
9.

Before setting a speed limit as per above, a road controlling authority must
consult with the following parties by advising them of the proposed speed limit
and giving them a reasonable time in which to make a submission:
(a)

road controlling authorities that are responsible for roads that join, or are
near, the road on which the speed limit is to be set or changed; and

(b)

a territorial authority that is affected by the existing or proposed speed
limit; and

(c)

any local community that the road controlling authority considers to be
affected by the proposed speed limit; and

(d)

the Commissioner; and

(e)

the Chief Executive Officer of the New Zealand Automobile Association
Incorporated; and

(f)

the Chief Executive Officer of the Road Transport Forum New Zealand;
and

(g)

any other organisation or road user group that the road controlling
authority considers to be affected by the proposed speed limit; and

(h)

the [Agency].

10.

Section 4 of the Land Transport Rule sets out the process for setting a
permanent speed limit for a road in a “designated location”. Designated
locations are defined in section 4.1(2) and include amongst other things, a car
park, a sports facility or other recreational area, a botanical garden, and any
other location approved by the Agency. While the Tūpuna Maunga are not
specifically included in the definition, they would appear to fit within the category
of “designated location”.

11.

The speed limit in designated locations must be:
(a)

(b)

safe and appropriate for:
(i)

the numbers and types of road users, including cyclists and
pedestrians, that use the road; and

(ii)

the level of roadside development; and

(iii)

the condition or class of the road; and

(iv)

the use to which the road is put; and

(v)

any other matter relevant to public safety; and

one of the speed limits in 2.2
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12.

Before setting a speed limit for a road in a designated location, section 4.1(3)
states that consultation with the Agency, the Commissioner and other persons
who the road controlling authority considers to be affected by the proposed
speed limit is required. The parties are to be given a “reasonable time to make
submissions on the proposal”. The end to end process is set out in Attachment
B.

13.

The Cornwall Park Trust Board have recently undertaken this process to reduce
the speed limit on the roads within Cornwall Park from 40 km/hour to 30
km/hour. The vision set out in the Cornwall Park Master Plan has been a key
driver in the Trust Board’s desire to reduce the speed limit. The roads in
Cornwall Park are private roads, but deemed public roads during the day when
the park is open to the public.

14.

Certain roads, particularly Puriri Drive are used as regular ‘rat runs’ by motorists
seeking to avoid the traffic lights at the intersection of Manukau Road and
Green Lane. While the posted speed limit in the park is 40km/hour, questions
had been raised as to whether the Police were legally able to enforce this
speed limit.

15.

In order to resolve this situation, the Cornwall Park Trust Board looked at the
range of options available to rectify the situation including: seeking the ability to
make bylaws through special legislation; asking Auckland Transport to become
the Road Controlling Authority for the Park roads; and engaging a private
enforcement agency. The costs and complexity of these options were
unattractive in comparison with setting the speed limit under section 4 of the
Land Transport Rule: Setting of Speed Limits 2003.

16.

The reduced speed limits in Cornwall Park will be accompanied by a suite of
other measures to improve pedestrian and vehicular safety in the park,
including low cost gateway treatments that will reinforce the requirement for
motorists to modify their speed limits entering the park. The 30km/hour speed
limit will be effective from 14 November 2016.

17.

The Cornwall Park Trust Board process to set the lower speed limit has taken
around 5 months from the time the initial consultation letter was issued until the
notification of the new speed limit comes into force. The length of time to
complete the process will largely depend on the submissions received to the
consultation letter. In the case of Cornwall Park, there was general support for
the proposal, which made the subsequent steps straight forward.

18.

Tūpuna Maunga management recommend a 30 km/hour speed limit as
appropriate for the roads on the Tūpuna Maunga. A 30km/hour speed
restriction is also consistent with the speed limits applied to roads within a
number of Auckland Council’s reserves.

19.

The Land Transport Rule: Setting of Speed Limits 2003 requires that the
appropriate and safe speed limits are set in accordance with reference to the
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speed limits policy and in conjunction with sound engineering judgement 3. Prior
to undertaking the consultation phase, the Tūpuna Maunga Authority would
need to obtain an appropriate technical endorsement of the new speed limit.
The traffic engineer who advised Cornwall Park indicated a 30 km/hour speed
limit on the maunga would be appropriate, possibly in conjunction with some
site specific traffic calming measures. If the Tūpuna Maunga Authority were to
commence the Land Transport Rule process, then it would need to have the
speed limit endorsed by a traffic engineering specialist.
20.

Only the Police are able to enforce moving vehicle violations. Speeding fines
increase progressively from $30 for speeds less than 10 km/h over the limit, to
a maximum fine of $630 for speeds up to 50km/h over the limit. At more than
40 km/h above the speed limit you could also get a 28-day licence suspension.
At more than 50 km/h over the limit you could be charged with careless,
dangerous or reckless driving. In addition to the fine, demerit points will be
incurred.

21.

The currently lack of consistent and well displayed speed limits on the roads in
the Tūpuna Maunga presents an immediate and significant health and safety
risk, which management consider needs to be addressed in advance of the
individual Tūpuna Maunga Plans being developed.
Option 2 – signage and design

22.

An alternative option is for the Tupuna Maunga Authority to agree on an
appropriate speed limit and put up signs to this effect, alongside putting in place
traffic calming measures as required.

23.

The key benefit of this is that it removes the lengthy process involved in
developing a bylaw (i.e. engaging a technical expert, consultation). As
administrators of the Tupuna Maunga, the Maunga Authority has the legal right
to put up signage on the maunga.

24.

This approach means the speed limits are unenforceable. Management’s
assessment however is that this context differs to the part of Maungakiekie
managed by Cornwall Park Trust and the nature of certain roads used by
motorists as travel routes. In reality, the NZ Police are highly unlikely to ‘police’
and therefore be in a position to enforce speed limits on the quieter interior
roads on the maunga. In the event of dangerous driving behaviour, the Police
are able to prosecute under the LTA.

25.

Management’s recommendation is therefore that the Maunga Authority agree
on a speed limit for the Tupuna Maunga and that management put up signs to
this effect and evaluate potential traffic calming measures that can be put in
place. Speed signs cost anywhere between $90-250 each depending on
diameter, fixings, double/single sided and whether a post is needed (this will

3

Rule 54001, Schedule 1 Speed Limits New Zealand(SLNZ)
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vary on maunga). This approach can be monitored and the bylaw option
considered should that prove necessary.
Parking restrictions – setting and enforcing
26.

The initial audit of the Tūpuna Maunga found that parking restrictions are only
applied at Maungawhau and Te Tātua a Riukiuta, with the parking areas at
Maungawhau (all car parks), Maungakiekie (playground car park) and
Takarunga (lower carparks by play centre and the Depot) all well used. The
Maunga Authority has previously been briefed on the Maungawhau car park
being used for all day parking by Grammar School students and restricting the
use by visitors to the maunga.

27.

The Tūpuna Maunga Authority, as a RCA under the LTA, has the ability
to make bylaws to prohibit or restrict, subject to the erection of signs, the
stopping, standing or parking of vehicles as well as limiting the period of
time that vehicles may park on the road.

28.

The recent audit of the Tūpuna Maunga revealed that only Maungawhau/Mt
Eden and Te Tātua Riukiuta/ Big King had time restricted car parks. On
Maungawhau, the restrictions vary between P60 and P180 depending on the
location of the car park and on Te Tātua a Riukiuta the limit is P120.

29.

From the audit and discussions with Tūpuna Maunga management, it appears
that the imposition of consistent parking restrictions is particularly required at
Maungawhau (all car parks), Maungakiekie (playground car park) and
Takarunga (lower carparks by play centre and the Depot), where the car parks
are well used and enforcement would ensure efficient use (i.e. turnover) and
avoid long term parking by people not visiting the maunga or the on-site
facilities.

30.

Management propose to put in place maximum parking periods that are
consistent across the Tūpuna Maunga to ensure fair access and efficient use
across these precious spaces.

Options to enforce parking restrictions
31.

At Hui 12, the Tūpuna Maunga Authority was advised that it is both a Road
Controlling Authority and an Enforcement Authority under the LTA. Subsequent
investigations in relation to the delegation of enforcement of parking restrictions
to Auckland Transport have revealed that while the Tūpuna Maunga Authority is
a Road Controlling Authority under the LTA, it is not an Enforcement Authority
and therefore does not have the power to enforce parking restrictions made
under the LTA, or the ability to delegate that enforcement power to Auckland
Transport (AT).

32.

There are three options available to the Tūpuna Maunga Authority to enable the
setting and enforcing of parking restrictions. These are as follows:
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•

Seek to become an Enforcement Authority;

•

Employ a private contractor to enforce parking restrictions – this does not
require a bylaw to be created;

•

The Minister of Conservation may, by notice in in the Gazette, prescribe
bylaws for the purpose of regulating the times of admission and control of
vehicles on a reserve.

Option 1: Seek to become an Enforcement Authority
33.

The definition of ‘Enforcement Authority’ in s2 of the LTA does not include the
Tūpuna Maunga Authority.
To become an Enforcement Authority, an
amendment to s2 of the LTA would be required to be passed by Parliament.
This is likely to be a timely and costly exercise and would require the support of
the Minister of Transport.

34.

If the Maunga Authority were to become an Enforcement Authority, the
enforcement of parking restrictions on the maunga could then be delegated to
Auckland Transport and a Bylaw is not required.
Option 2: Engage a private contractor to enforce signed parking restrictions

35.

No bylaw is required for this option and it could be implemented through the
engagement of a parking enforcement contractor. (This only applies for parking
restrictions, not speed restrictions). The contractor would organise consistent
application of signage, parking terms and conditions.

36.

Failure to comply with the terms and conditions means that the driver is in
breach of contract and this can be enforced by issuing of breach notices, towing
or wheel clamping where towing is not a practical option. Breach notices are
enforceable under laws relating to contract and informed consent. Disputes are
dealt with through the Disputes Tribunal. Six Auckland based parking
enforcement companies are signatories to the “Code of Practice for Parking
Enforcement in Private Land” dated December 2015.

37.

Management recommends this option as the most efficient and cost effective
way of enforcing parking on the Tūpuna Maunga, where compliance with time
restrictions is an issue.
Option 3: Bylaw under the Reserves Act 1977

38.

There are powers under s106(1)(d) and (e) of the Reserves Act for the Minister
of Conservation, by way of notice in the Gazette, to prescribe bylaws for the
purpose of regulating the times of admission and control of vehicles on a
reserve. The penalty provisions for breach of a bylaw are set out in s104 of the
Reserves Act and state that “every person who commits a breach of any Bylaw
under this Act commits an offence, and is liable on conviction to (a) a fine of up
to $5000; and (b) where the offence is a continuing one, a further fine not
exceeding $500 for every day on which the offence continues”.
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39.

While the use of the Reserves Act to prescribe a bylaw to enforce parking
restrictions is an option, the Tūpuna Maunga Authority needs to consider the
appropriateness, time and costs associated with enforcing parking restrictions
through conviction and fine. A further complication of the Reserves Act bylaw
process is that it doesn’t have any force or effect until it has received Ministerial
approval.

Next steps - Parking
40.

In the current situation, Option 2 presents the most efficient and cost effective
way of managing and enforcing parking restrictions on those Tūpuna Maunga
where there is high demand for parking. If this option is preferred, the next
steps would be to secure a private supplier of parking enforcement services to
manage car parking on the Tūpuna Maunga, including the erection of required
signage.

Recommendations
41.

That a consistent 30km/hour speed limit be applied to the roads on the Tūpuna
Maunga. That officers install appropriate signage and continue to monitor the
speed of vehicle using the maunga.

42.

That officers secure a supplier of parking enforcement services to manage the
car parking areas on the Tūpuna Maunga, including the installation of required
signage.

43.

That officers keep key stakeholders informed of these changes as they occur

Attachment A:

Tūpuna Maunga Stocktake of Traffic, Parking and Access

Attachment B:

Land Transport Rule: Setting of Speed Limits 2003 (Rule
54001)

Attachment C:

Parties to be Consulted in Relation to Setting of Speed Limits on
Tūpuna Maunga with roads
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Attachment A
Maunga

Maungawhau / Mt
Eden

Location of Parking
Spaces

CP Tahaki Res Mt Eden
Rd
CP Playground Clive Rd

(*unmarked
spaces were
estimated)

No.
Disability

23 marked

nil

21
unmarked*
21 marked

nil

CP summit (disabled
only)
CP Kiosk lower
CP Kiosk upper

Time restriction

Posted
speed
limit on
road

Posted
speed
limit at
cattle
stops/
humps

nil

nil

nil

nil

1

P120 8am-6pm
Mon-Fri
P60 8am-6pm MonSun
P180 Mon-Sun

nil

nil

6 marked

6

nil

nil

nil

12 marked
7 marked

nil
nil

nil
nil

nil
nil

nil
nil

Road summit loop
Road Mt Eden Rd bus
loop

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

nil
nil

nil
nil

CP playground

48
unmarked
2 unmarked
12
unmarked
12
unmarked
20 marked
15 marked

nil

nil

40km/hr

nil

nil
nil

nil
nil

40km/hr
40km/hr

nil
nil

nil

nil

20km/hr

nil

nil
nil

nil
nil

20km/hr
40km/hr

nil
nil

nil

nil

40km/hr

nil

nil

nil

40km/hr

nil

n/a

n/a

40km/hr

nil

n/a

n/a

20km/hr

20km/hr

CP by rental house

Maungakiekie /
One Tree Hill

No. spaces

CP playground bus
CP western crater
CP below summit
CP summit
CP Stardome

CP outside Stardome

22
unmarked
CP outside Sorento gate 14
unmarked
Road Manukau Rd to
n/a
Cornwall Park
Road to summit
n/a

Number of
vehicle
entrances

4 - Summit
entry/exit,
Tahaki
Reserve,
Playground CP

Gate hours

7am-7pm
winter, 7am 8.30pm
summer

Activities /
Occupiers
Potentially
Affected

Additional info

Tour bus
concessions.
Scouts, Tahaki
Reserve users.
Residential tenancy needs to be
catered for
Restricted to disabled vehicles

Maybe restricted to vehicles once kiosk
is operating,

3 - Manukau
Road and 2
entry/exit
Cornwall Park

Gates (2) into
Cornwall Park
locked – 7am 8pm all year
round.
Playground
CP and tihi
locked 7am7pm winter,
7am -8.30pm
summer.

Cornwall Park Trust
Board. Owners and
occupiers at 32 7 34
Gladwin Ave,
Occupier of house
on Manukau Road

Public Vehicle Access to the tihi
provided

This car park is under the 'permitted
use' part of the lease. 'Construction
and use of car park and driveway'. The
lease notes 'the tenant shall make the
said driveway and car park available to
the public’. Lease expired Feb 2016.
This car park is outside the lease area.
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Maunga

Location of Parking
Spaces

No. spaces
(*unmarked
spaces were
estimated)

No.
Disability

Time restriction

Posted
speed
limit on
road

Posted
speed
limit at
cattle
stops/
humps

Ōwairaka / Te
Ahi-kā-aRakataura / Mt
Albert

CP archery field

4 unmarked

nil

nil

20km/hr

20km/hr

CP trig
CP sport field
CP toilet
Road

4 unmarked
22 marked
2 unmarked
n/a

nil
nil
nil
n/a

nil
nil
nil
n/a

20km/hr
20km/hr
20km/hr
20km/hr

nil
nil
nil
nil

Puketāpapa /
Pukewīwī / Mt
Roskill

CP Winstone Park

8 unmarked

nil

nil

nil

nil

CP summit

22
unmarked
4 parallel
unmarked

nil

nil

nil

nil

n/a

n/a

nil

nil

P120

nil

Road to summit

Public Vehicle Access to the tihi
provided
Restriction to cater for sports games

1 (may not be
on maunga
land)

CP open 24
hours. Gate to
summit for
Watercare
access locked
24 hours

nil

2 - entry/exit

7am-7pm
winter, 7am 8.30pm
summer

3 - 1 to play
centre, 1 to
tennis club and
1 unformed
and appears to
be locked

7am-7pm
winter, 7am 8.30pm
summer.
Tennis club
has chain that
appears to be
used to restrict
access. No
hours
specified.

Lease / Licence
holders

Tennis Club car park within leased
area, consider play centre and users in
any restrictions

2

7am-7pm
winter, 7am -

Lease / Licence
holders, play centre,

Approx. six of these sit in local board
land

1

Maungarei / Mt
Wellington

CP summit

16 marked

nil

Road

n/a

n/a

30km/hr

20km/hr

CP Pigeon Mtn Rd

33 marked

nil

nil

nil

CP Tennis Club

32 marked

nil

CP Memorial Hall

53 marked

6

nil

nil

Lease/licence
holders, users of
sports field if access
is closed off

Additional info

nil

15 marked

nil

7am-7pm
winter, 7am 8.30pm
summer

Activities /
Occupiers
Potentially
Affected

7am-7pm
winter, 7am 8.30pm
summer

CP Duke St

Te Ara Puerua /
Te Pane-o-

1

Gate hours

1

Te Tātua a
Riukiuta / Big
King

Ōhuiarangi /
Pigeon Mountain

Number of
vehicle
entrances

nil

Public Vehicle Access to the tihi
provided

Watercare, AC
(access across car
park)

Would support shorter time frames, not
all spaces on maunga land. Access
across land not owned by maunga

Public Vehicle Access to the tihi
provided
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Maunga

Location of Parking
Spaces

No. spaces
(*unmarked
spaces were
estimated)

No.
Disability

Time restriction

Posted
speed
limit on
road

Posted
speed
limit at
cattle
stops/
humps

Mataaho /
Mangere
Mountain

CP sports club
Road

60 marked
6 unmarked

2
nil

nil
n/a

nil
nil

nil
nil

Takarunga / Mt
Victoria

CP summit

16
unmarked
4 marked

nil

nil

20km/hr

nil

nil

nil

20km/hr

nil

2 unmarked

nil

nil

20km/hr

nil

14 marked
3 marked
n/a

nil
nil
n/a

nil
nil
n/a

20km/hr
20km/hr
20km/hr

nil
nil
15km/hr

70
unmarked

nil

nil

nil

25km/hr

180
unmarked
20
unmarked

nil

nil

nil

nil

2

nil

nil

nil

CP before summit on
entry
CP below summit on
exit
CP play centre/depot
CP main gate
Road
Ōtāhuhu / Mt
Richmond

CP Mt Richmond
Domain (Sports Car
Club)
CP Bert Henham Park
CP Rugby League Club

Number of
vehicle
entrances

Gate hours

Activities /
Occupiers
Potentially
Affected

9pm summer

hall, clubroom users

1

7am-7pm
winter, 7am 8.30pm
summer

School

2

No gates

Matukutūruru /
Wiri Mountain

n/a

nil

nil

n/a

n/a

n/a

nil

n/a

n/a

Ōhinerau / Mt
Hobson

n/a

nil

nil

nil

n/a

n/a

1

Locked 24
hours

Lease / Licence
holders

Te Kōpuke /
Tītīkōpuke / Mt St
John

n/a

nil

nil

nil

n/a

n/a

1

Locked 24
hours

nil

Maungauika /
North Head

CP - Middle

17

2

nil

10

n/a

1

Gates locked
at 8pm. No
opening hour
stated.

Tour bus
concessions

CP - base of tihi

15

nil

nil

Additional info

Public Vehicle Access to the tihi
provided

Not adminstered by Maunga Authority
Public Vehicle Access to the tihi
provided
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Attachment B: Land Transport Rule: Setting of Speed Limits 2003 (Rule
54001)

Proposal: RCA develops proposal to set/revise speed limits
Consultation (in writing) RCA seeks views on proposed speed limit from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auckland Transport (as adjoining RCA);
Any other RCA that joins or is in general area (e.g. Cornwall Park Trust Board with respect to
Maungakiekie);
Auckland Council;
Any local community that the RCA considers to be affected by proposed speed limit (e.g. relevant Local
Boards)
Commissioner of Police
CEO, NZ Automobile Association
CEO, Road Transport Forum NZ
Any other organisation or road user group that the RCA considers to be affected by the proposed speed
limit; and
The New Zealand Transport Agency

Notes:
1.
2.

RCA must give these groups reasonable time, which must be specified in a letter, to make submissions on proposal.
The RCA must provide the Agency with any information requested by the Agency that is relevant to a proposed speed limit of
less than 50 km/hour.

Notification: RCA must, at least 14 days before a speed limit comes into force, notify the
Agency and the Commissioner of Police that a speed limit has been set and provide them in writing
with the following information:
(a) the locality in which the speed limit applies; and
(b) the names of the roads or a description of the area to which the speed limit applies; and
Decision
making:
takespeed
account
ofand
submissions received during consultation in
(c)
the existing
speed limitRCA
and must
the new
limit;
(d)
thenew
datespeed
on which
setting
limit.the new speed limit comes into force; and
(e) any other details requested by the [Agency] or the Commissioner that are relevant to the speed
limit.

Registration: RCA must establish and maintain a register of speed limits that records all speed
limits, for the roads under its jurisdiction. Information required is set out in Clause 7.3 of the Rule.

Records: When a RCA sets a speed limit it must retain, for at least seven years from the date on
which the new speed limit comes into force, data, correspondence, reports and other records relating
to the review, consultation, decision-making procedures and setting of the speed limit, including
records relating to the use of Speed Limits New Zealand.
KEY:
RCA – Road Controlling Authority
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Attachment C: Parties to be Consulted in Relation to Setting of Speed
Limits on Tūpuna Maunga with roads.
• Auckland Transport (as adjoining RCA);
• Any other RCA that joins or is in general area, namely Cornwall Park Trust
Board with respect to Maungakiekie;
• Auckland Council;
• Any local community that the RCA considers to be affected by proposed speed
limit (e.g. relevant Local Boards)
• Commissioner of Police
• CEO, NZ Automobile Association
• CEO, Road Transport Forum NZ
• Any other organisation or road user group that the RCA considers to be
affected by the proposed speed limit; and
• The New Zealand Transport Agency
Maunga

Local Board(s)
One •
•
•

Albert Eden
Maungakiekie – Tāmaki
Puketāpapa

Mount •
•

Maungakiekie – Tāmaki
Orakei

Mount •

Albert - Eden

Ōwairaka / Te Ahi-kā-a- •
Rakataura / Mount Albert

Albert - Eden

Ōtāhuhu
Richmond

Maungakiekie – Tāmaki
Mangere – Ōtāhuhu

Maungakiekie
Tree Hill

Maungarei
Wellington

/

/

Maungawhau
Eden

/

Mount •
•

/

Puketāpapa / Pukewīwī / •
Mount Roskill
Takarunga
Victoria

/

Mount •

Te Pane o Mataoho / Te •
Ara Puera / Māngere
Mountain

With respect to the
requirement to consult
with any local community
that the RCA considers
affected by the proposed
speed limit, the following
Local Boards would be
relevant to the individual
Tūpuna

Puketāpapa
Devonport - Takapuna
Mangere - Ōtāhuhu
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8. Implementing the alcohol-free policy on the Tūpuna Maunga
Author: Dominic Wilson (Senior Advisor, Tūpuna Maunga Authority)

Purpose

This report provides the Tūpuna Maunga Authority with
recommendations on the regulatory and non-regulatory
options available to implement the alcohol-free policy on the
Tūpuna Maunga.

Recommendation

That the Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau Authority:
a.

continue to implement the non-regulatory
implementation options as a priority path for
achieving the Tūpuna Maunga alcohol-free policy
(Attachment A);

b.

adopt the following regulatory implementation
actions for alcohol control on the Tūpuna Maunga:

c.

i.

Continue the monitoring of alcohol use on the
Tūpuna Maunga (including alcohol-related
crime or disorder) to support decision-making
and continuing alcohol bans or potential new
bans;

ii.

Designate the Manager Tūpuna Maunga and
his team as “authorised occupiers” of the
Tūpuna Maunga for the purpose of asserting
trespass (this requires staff to undertake
relevant training for enforcement practice and
health and safety);

iii.

Exercise trespass as the basic regulatory
option for all Tūpuna Maunga where there are
no alcohol bans in place;

note management are working on a broader
proposal for a bylaw under the Reserves Act 1977
which may cover smoking and alcohol controls,
among other things.

Background
1.

At Hui 6 (2 March 2015), the Tūpuna Maunga Authority declared the Tūpuna
Maunga to be generally smoke-free and alcohol-free. At Hui 9 (8 June 2015),
there was an update about the implementation of the policy in relation to the
Integrated Management Plan. At Hui 15 (7 December 2015), the Tūpuna
Maunga Authority requested that staff undertake an exhaustive analysis of the
options available to implement the alcohol-free policy.
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2.

The smoke-free and alcohol-free policy acknowledges that the Tūpuna Maunga
are sacred places to mana whenua. It is part of the wider effort to affirm the
spiritual, cultural, and historical significance of the Tūpuna Maunga and gives
effect to many of the Tūpuna Maunga Values. The policy promotes the Tūpuna
Maunga as healthy and safe places and supports general health and wellbeing,
a Pathway to Mana Whai a Rēhia, as identified in the Tūpuna Maunga
Integrated Management Plan.

3.

There are currently a number of non-regulatory steps that have or will be taken
to implement the alcohol-free policy. These are detailed in Attachment A.

4.

The current regulatory position on ten of the Tūpuna Maunga does not reflect
the alcohol-free policy, i.e. there is no bylaw in place to enable the control of
consumption of alcohol. The current regulatory regime focuses on the criminal
disorder linked to alcohol consumption on the Tūpuna Maunga and the current
controls are not underpinned by the cultural sensitivities or intrinsic protection of
the Tūpuna Maunga. This situation arose as a consequence of an amendment
to the Local Government Act 2002 which required that alcohol bans would lapse
unless supported by a high threshold of evidence of alcohol-related crime or
disorder.

5.

On 31 October 2015 the alcohol controls on seven of the Tūpuna Maunga
lapsed due to insufficient evidence under the new threshold despite the efforts
of local boards and Auckland Council. The current alcohol bans for the Tūpuna
Maunga are set out below:
Maunga

History

Present Status

Matukutūruru / Wiri
Mountain

No previous ban,
evidence has not met
threshold

No alcohol controls

Maungakiekie / One Tree
Hill

Previous ban, evidence
met new threshold

Alcohol ban:
- 10pm to 7am (daylight
saving)
- 7pm to 7am (outside
daylight saving)

Maungarei / Mount
Wellington

Previous ban lapsed,
evidence did not meet
threshold

No alcohol controls

Maungauika / North Head

No previous ban,
evidence has not met
threshold

No alcohol controls

Maungawhau / Mount
Eden

Previous ban, evidence
met new threshold

Alcohol ban:
- 10pm to 7am (daylight
saving)
- 7pm to 7am (outside
daylight saving)

Ōwairaka / Te Ahi-kā-aRakataura / Mount Albert

Previous ban lapsed,
evidence did not meet
threshold

No alcohol controls
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Maunga

History

Present Status

Ōhinerau / Mount Hobson

Previous ban lapsed,
evidence did not meet
threshold

No alcohol controls

Ōhuiarangi / Pigeon
Mountain

Previous ban lapsed,
evidence did not meet
threshold

No alcohol controls

Ōtāhuhu / Mount
Richmond

Previous ban lapsed,
evidence did not meet
threshold

No alcohol controls

Puketāpapa / Pukewīwī /
Mount Roskill

Previous ban, evidence
met new threshold

Alcohol ban:
- 10pm to 7am (daylight
saving)
- 7pm to 7am (outside
daylight saving)

Takarunga / Mount
Victoria

No previous ban,
evidence has not met
threshold

No alcohol controls

Te Kōpuke / Tītīkōpuke /
Mount St John

Previous ban lapsed,
evidence did not meet
threshold

No alcohol controls

Te Pane o Mataoho / Te
Ara Puera / Māngere
Mountain

Previous ban, evidence
met new threshold

Alcohol ban:
- 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week

Te Tātua-a-Riukiuta / Big
King

Previous ban lapsed,
evidence did not meet
threshold

No alcohol controls

6.

Implementation of the alcohol-free policy gives effect to the Tūpuna Maunga
Authority’s position that general alcohol consumption is not appropriate on the
Tūpuna Maunga, even if no alcohol ban exists. It also ensures better
compliance with any alcohol bans that are in place on the Tūpuna Maunga.

7.

A report on implementation of the smoke-free policy will be presented
separately at a future Hui.

Monitoring of alcohol consumption on the Tūpuna Maunga
8.

Monitoring of alcohol-related crime or disorder is important to ensure
management is aware of any new issues or emerging trends on the Tūpuna
Maunga. We can then take the necessary measures to mitigate or prevent any
issues occurring.

9.

In December 2015, management developed a form for recording evidence of
alcohol-related crime or disorder on the Tūpuna Maunga. The form was
circulated to local boards, lessees and contractors who work on the Tūpuna
Maunga and management gave follow-up reminders. To date we have received
few responses in relation to crime or disorder. However, management and
contractors have reported litter from alcohol consumption is a common
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occurrence on all of the Tūpuna Maunga, particularly around car parks (bottles
and cans etc). It is clear therefore that alcohol is being brought onto, and
consumed on, the Tūpuna Maunga.
10.

Management maintain a Public Issues Register that captures reports of alcoholrelated crime or disorder on the maunga, amongst other matters. The Register
is reported to the Tūpuna Maunga Authority at its monthly Hui. We will revisit
this format if evidence increases and the Register becomes an insufficient
reporting tool.

11.

Management will continue to monitor and report evidence of alcohol-related
crime or disorder on the Tūpuna Maunga, and encourage third parties to report
on incidents. We anticipate closer working relationships with local boards,
lessees and contractors in the future as we develop individual maunga
management plans and enhance our health and safety processes and systems.

Signage
12.

Signage is the most effective way to let people know they cannot or should not
drink in a particular location. The requisite signage also underpins a number of
the regulatory options discussed below.

13.

The current signage includes notices of alcohol bans on certain Tūpuna
Maunga. The alcohol-free policy will be a component of future notice board
signage and, depending upon any regulatory option the Tūpuna Maunga
Authority might decide to adopt, detailed signage setting out the regulatory
controls for alcohol may be installed. Some steps and timeframes in relation to
signage on the Tūpuna Maunga are set out in Attachment A.

Options for implementing the alcohol-free policy
14.

The Tūpuna Maunga alcohol-free policy is a non-regulatory (non-enforcement)
mechanism. However, effective non-regulatory implementation options will
support the policy to bring about long-term behavioural change and generate
greater awareness and understanding of the sacred nature of the Tūpuna
Maunga. Current research and experience indicates the promotion of
behavioural change surrounding alcohol on the Tūpuna Maunga can be
effective.

15.

On the basis of the above the Tūpuna Maunga Authority may wish to progress
non-regulatory implementation options as a priority, while concurrently
establishing/implementing regulatory options. We now discuss both types of
options.

Non-regulatory implementation options
16.

Effective implementation by the Tūpuna Maunga Authority of non-regulatory
options is likely to achieve behavioural change. Success requires an educated
public (following communication as to why controls have been established and
are needed) and a willingness of members of the public to remind other people
of the controls.
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17.

With these concepts in mind, non-regulatory implementation options for alcoholfree Tūpuna Maunga need to ensure:
a.

visitors understand the Tūpuna Maunga are alcohol-free, and, most
importantly, why the Tūpuna Maunga are alcohol-free; and

b.

spaces and events are designed to encourage alcohol-free enjoyment of
the Tūpuna Maunga.

18.

Attachment A outlines a number of non-regulatory options management have
and will undertake to achieve these outcomes. Most of these options are
relatively easy to implement, however their success in achieving alcohol-free
Tūpuna Maunga through influencing peoples’ behaviour is likely to take time.

19.

The key non-regulatory implementation actions are:
a.

putting up signage to ensure people are aware of the alcohol-free policy
(voluntary compliance with the policy may improve when interpretive
signage is in place, as visitors will have a better understanding of the
spiritual and cultural significance of the Tūpuna Maunga and why
alcohol consumption is therefore inappropriate);

b. working with ATEED and requiring tour operators (who currently enjoy free
access for their commercial ventures) to ensure the alcohol-free status of
the Tūpuna Maunga is communicated to visitors;
c. ensuring events on the Tūpuna Maunga are visibly branded as ‘alcoholfree’; and
d. ensuring all Tūpuna Maunga have gates in place that prevent people from
entering by vehicle at night.
20.

We recommend the Tūpuna Maunga Authority continue to focus on the
implementation of such non-regulatory implementation options as the priority
path for achieving the alcohol-free policy.

Regulatory implementation options
21.

There are currently Auckland Council bylaw alcohol bans operating for four of
the Tūpuna Maunga and no specific regulatory mechanisms for the remaining
ten.

22.

Regulatory implementation options would allow the Tūpuna Maunga Authority
to regulate and enforce the alcohol-free policy on the Tūpuna Maunga.
Attachment B provides an analysis of each of the regulatory options, which
include:
a. A bylaw under the Reserves Act;
b. Issuing Trespass Notices under Trespass Act 1980;
c. Promoting a Local Bill before Parliament; and
d. Seeking Alcohol Bans for all Tūpuna Maunga through Auckland Council.
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23.

The problems associated with these regulatory options are that they can be
difficult (and may take a long time) to put in place, their success relies on a
strong enforcement presence (key powers rest with the Police). It is therefore
important to have a robust non-regulatory implementation plan to set the
foundations to effect the alcohol free policy.

24.

While alcohol bans under the Local Government Act bylaw include instant fines
and wide enforcement powers for police, alcohol bans may only be imposed
once evidence of crime or disorder related to alcohol use on the Tūpuna
Maunga meets the threshold set out in the legislation. In contrast, the Tūpuna
Maunga alcohol-free and smoke-free policy is based upon the spiritual, cultural
and community significance of the Tūpuna Maunga. Accordingly, alcohol bans
may support the objectives of the Tūpuna Maunga Authority’s policy, but
profoundly ignore the core basis of that policy.

25.

For this reason, we consider that drafting Tūpuna Maunga bylaws under the
Reserves Act 1977 is ultimately the best path as we can ensure that such
bylaws rely upon the spiritual, cultural, and community significance of the
Tūpuna Maunga. The Tūpuna Maunga Authority should note that draft Tūpuna
Maunga Reserves Act bylaws only become operative with the consent of the
Minister of Conservation and, as such, strong advocacy and Ministerial support
will be vital.

26.

Reserves Act bylaws may contain a number of different controls relating to
various matters in addition to alcohol (such as litter and animal controls). The
drafting of Reserves Act bylaws and requisite advocacy will therefore take some
time and may best be progressed subsequent to IMP strategies being
completed so that a single comprehensive bylaw could be developed. In the
meantime, alcohol may be regulated on the Tūpuna Maunga through the
existing alcohol bans and the use of trespass under the Trespass Act 1980 in
appropriate circumstances (and following staff training about process and
safety).

27.

Management also suggest the Tūpuna Maunga Authority write to the relevant
Minister advocating for an amendment to s147A, Local Government Act 2002 to
allow for alcohol controls on the basis of the cultural sensitivity of sites and
referencing the IMP.. While potentially unlikely that the Minister would initiate a
law change, this is an appropriate advocacy position to take by the Authority

28.

Given that the various regulatory implementation options each have their own
significant positives and negatives and acknowledging the complexity of the
various options, staff propose a mixed regime. We recommend the Tūpuna
Maunga Authority adopts the following regulatory implementation actions:
a.

Continue with the existing Local Government Act bylaw alcohol bans on
four Tūpuna Maunga. These alcohol bans are already in place and offer
wide powers of enforcement including instant fines;

b.

Endeavour to enhance and encourage the monitoring and reporting of
alcohol use on the Tūpuna Maunga (including alcohol-related crime or
disorder). Evidence will need to be ready should the Tūpuna Maunga
Authority decide to seek further alcohol bans or to support continued
bans in the future;
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c.

Delegate the Manager Tūpuna Maunga and his staff as “authorised
occupiers” of the Tūpuna Maunga for the purpose of asserting trespass.
The use of trespass is an immediately available option for alcohol
control for those Tūpuna Maunga that do not have alcohol bans;

d.

Exercise trespass as the basic regulatory option in appropriate
circumstances for all Tūpuna Maunga where there are no alcohol bans
in place; and

e.

Continue to explore establishing draft Reserves Act bylaws for the
Tūpuna Maunga which may include alcohol and various other controls.

Attachment
A

Non regulatory implementation plan

B

Regulatory Options to achieve alcohol-free Tūpuna Maunga
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Attachment A: Non-regulatory implementation plan
This table outlines the non-regulatory options available to implement the general
alcohol-free policy on the Tūpuna Maunga. Actions are grouped by type and shaded
green if staff have completed them or orange if staff are continuing to work towards
achieving them.
Action
Monitoring and reporting
Maintain a register of Public Issues that includes reports of
alcohol related crime or disorder for Tūpuna Maunga Authority
members
Request that local boards, lessees and contractors working on the
Tūpuna Maunga monitor and report evidence of alcohol-related
crime or disorder
Maintain a register of evidence of alcohol-related crime and
disorder provided by local boards, lessees and contractors
Undertake CPTED4 assessments for areas on the maunga where
the environment / design encourages alcohol consumption
(including on maunga with alcohol bans)
Investigate process for visitors to report evidence of alcoholrelated crime and disorder if they experience issues on the
maunga (implement if practicable)
Incorporate a clause into any future contracts for work specifying
that the Tūpuna Maunga are generally alcohol-free and request
contractors' assistance in reporting any incidents
Access
Align gate opening times to day light hours
Improve site lines around car parks by crown lifting vegetation and
managing existing vegetation (i.e. at Tahaki Reserve) to increase
visibility
Install entrance gates at Ōtāhuhu, where there is a known
problem with alcohol consumption at night (currently there is no
gate to prevent cars from entering)
Communications
Local boards notified of alcohol-free spaces and events policy
Communicate the general alcohol-free policy to ATEED and
request their assistance in informing tour operators
Use events on the Tūpuna Maunga as an opportunity to promote
the general alcohol-free policy, for example on event promotional
material
Update the internal Auckland Council iKnow site to confirm that
the Tūpuna Maunga as generally alcohol-free
Communicate the general alcohol-free policy to commercial
operators on the Tūpuna Maunga and request their assistance in
informing customers
Include alcohol-free messaging on the existing Tūpuna Maunga
Authority pages on Auckland Council website

Indicative start
date
Completed ongoing
Completed ongoing
Completed ongoing
Jan 2017

Jan 2017

June 2017

Completed
Early 2017

Feb 2017

Completed
Completed
Completed ongoing
Completed
Dec 2016

Dec 2016

4

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
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Issue a press release regarding adoption of general alcohol-free
policy by the Tūpuna Maunga Authority with the Chair carrying out
interviews regarding adoption of the policy
Create Tūpuna Maunga Authority-branded feather flags that
include alcohol-free messaging to loan out for events held on the
Tūpuna Maunga
Investigate other Tūpuna Maunga Authority-branded collateral to
communicate general alcohol-free policy at events
Integrate alcohol-free messaging in the Tūpuna Maunga Authority
website
Work with signage designers to integrate alcohol-free area logo
into entrance name signs
Ensure interpretive signage relays cultural, spiritual, historical and
archaeological significance of the Tūpuna Maunga, helping
visitors to understand why it is not appropriate to consume alcohol
Investigate the installation of notice boards or information hubs on
the Tūpuna Maunga, which can promote alcohol-free messaging
at key locations
Signage audit to ensure that alcohol-free messaging is adequately
clear in all key locations across the Tūpuna Maunga
Managing enforcement of the policy
Request assistance of alcohol license holders on the Tūpuna
Maunga in minimising the visibility and impact of alcohol for sale
Invite volunteer groups (i.e. The Friends of Maungawhau) to
promote the general alcohol-free policy on the Tūpuna Maunga
Do not accept alcohol sponsorship on the Tūpuna Maunga
Confirm and communicate to staff the process for managing
breaches of the general alcohol-free policy:
1. Give a verbal reminder of the policy if confident/safe to do
so
2. Log any issues and complete alcohol ban evidence
collection form/call Police if necessary
3. Trespass repeat offenders (staff or Police to action as
appropriate)

Early 2017 – Mike
confirm
Jan 2017

Jan 2017
Feb 2017
Feb 2017
Feb 2017

2017 to 2018 (part
of signage project)
Once signs are
installed
Completed
Ongoing
Ongoing
June 2017
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Attachment B: Regulatory Options to achieve alcohol-free Tūpuna Maunga
Option
Bylaws – Reserves Act 1977
Timeframe to implement: 10 to 12
months minimum

How to achieve this option
1. The Tūpuna Maunga Authority agrees to seek a Reserves
Act bylaw with the aim of “prohibiting the bringing into a
reserve or the possession or consumption in a reserve of
alcohol” (s106(1)(f), Reserves Act 1977)

How this option can be enforced

Assessment of this option

•

Regulatory enforcement powers and penalties include:

•

Positives:

-

power for constables, rangers and warranted enforcement
officers (could be delegated to Tūpuna Maunga Authority
staff) to interfere to prevent any breach of a bylaw, and
require provision of name and address

-

Provides Authority with the ability to make bylaws
controlling alcohol consumption on the Tūpuna Maunga

-

Provides Authority with the ability to enforce alcoholfree policy

-

power of arrest for constables if persons fail to provide name
and address

•

Negatives:

-

court prosecution, fines of up to $5000 plus up to $500 per
day for continuing offences

-

Lengthy process

-

Requires approval from Minister of Conservation

A training package will need to be devised and implemented
for Tūpuna Maunga staff in relation to enforcement powers
and safety protocols etc.

-

Tūpuna Maunga staff, and other members of the public,
may face health and safety risks in enforcing bylaws

•

Other considerations:

-

7. Authority meets to fully consider any objection or
submission (section 120)

Requires a convincing argument about the need for
further regulatory intervention, over and above
provisions of the Local Government Act i.e. that alcohol
consumption on the Tūpuna Maunga is inconsistent
with their high cultural and spiritual significance. Given
the Tūpuna Maunga Authority arrangements are the
result of a Treaty settlement, this may be convincing for
the Minister

8. The Authority resolves to make the bylaw (section 107)

-

2. Initial discussions with the Department of Conservation to
determine whether the Minister of Conservation may
consider approving a bylaw that covers alcohol
possession and consumption. While alcohol controls are
envisaged in s106, Reserves Act 1977 the ‘model bylaws’
that have been developed and approved by the Minister
under s106 do not cover alcohol control (see Reserves
(Model Bylaws) Notice 2004)

•

3. Management drafts bylaw
4. Authority approves draft bylaw and authorises public
notice and media release
5. Bylaw publicly notified in accordance with section 119 of
the Act
6. Hearing held (if necessary)

9. Bylaw signed by the Authority (section 107)

Untested process – not common for Reserves Act
bylaws to be made, and the existing model bylaws
under the Reserves Act do not deal with alcohol

10. Bylaw sent to the Minister (section 108) with the
Authority’s recommendation, a summary of submissions,
and an explanation of how the Authority will address
comments made in submissions (section 120)
11. Minister notifies Authority of decision
12. Authority ensures visitors to the maunga are made aware
of the Bylaw
13. Bylaw is enforced if contravened
Trespass
Timeframe to implement: 1-3
months, depending on production
of requisite signage and staff
training

1. The Tūpuna Maunga Authority already has the ability to
exercise this option
-

The Tūpuna Maunga Authority expressly assigns certain
staff as “authorised occupiers” (who then have the right to
invoke trespass)

•

Steps involved in trespassing a person for consumption of
alcohol on the Tūpuna Maunga:

-

Signage erected explaining the alcohol-free policy

-

A person authorised by the Authority informs the person in
possession of alcohol that the Tūpuna Maunga are alcoholfree areas

Note: As the trespass case law stands, the type of behaviour
that is likely to justify trespass is also likely to be “crime or
disorder” that could form evidence for the current alcohol bans
made by Auckland Council under the Local Government Act

-

If the person does not leave or dispose of the alcohol,
consider whether it is reasonable to use trespass powers

-

If trespass is seen to be appropriate and reasonable in the
circumstances, revoke the person’s right to be present in the
public place, and give them an opportunity to leave

•

Positives:

-

Allows quick, simple and effective removal of persons
behaving inappropriately due to alcohol consumption

-

The Authority already has the ability to exercise this
option

•

Negatives:

-

Enforcement requires Police involvement, which will be
subject to competing priorities and availability, and
Police may be unwilling to enforce trespass in the
absence of disorderly conduct

-

Possible negative public / media reaction for issuing
trespass notices
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Option

Local Bill
Timeframe to implement:
Anywhere from 1 to 4 years,
depending on Parliamentary
priorities, and willingness of select
committee to address the issue

How to achieve this option

How this option can be enforced
-

The Police should be called at this point, if they are not
already present

-

Explain that by refusing to leave they are now trespassing on
property controlled by the Tūpuna Maunga Authority. Provide
a final opportunity to leave

-

If the trespasser remains, the Police may arrest the person
for committing an offence punishable by imprisonment

•

Penalties for trespass:
-

A fine up to $1000, or up to 3 months imprisonment

-

A notice requiring the trespasser to stay off the Tūpuna
Maunga for a period of two years (unlikely except in
extreme cases, or if a person has been trespassed
multiple times)

•

A training package will need to be devised and implemented
for Tūpuna Maunga staff in relation to enforcement powers
and safety protocols etc.

1. The Tūpuna Maunga Authority requests council promote a
Local Bill (only a local authority can promote a Local Bill)

•

2. Council resolves to promote the Local Bill and requests a
local Member of Parliament to introduce and sponsor its
passage through Parliament. Local Bills are usually
considered every second sitting Wednesday in Parliament
(members days)

If enacted, a Local Bill will confer powers on the Council, not
necessarily on the Tūpuna Maunga Authority, although a
delegation may be sought and granted. The provisions of the
Bill may allow council to:

-

3. If the bill passes its first reading it would likely be passed
to the Local Government and Environment select
committee for consideration

-

delegate powers to the Authority to make bans

-

create an offence of alcohol possession in these specific
locations

•

The question of who would enforce this is dependent on the
Bill’s drafting

•

A training package will need to be devised and implemented
for Tūpuna Maunga staff in relation to any enforcement
powers and safety protocols etc.

4. The select committee may call for submissions. The
Authority could make written and oral submissions
5. The select committee will look for evidence of a local
problem (unique to the Auckland region) that cannot be
dealt with through any other non-regulatory means
6. If satisfied that the Bill is appropriate, the select committee
will recommend that it be passed
7. The Bill then goes through second reading, committee of
the whole house, and third reading stages in Parliament
before becoming law

make alcohol bans under the LGA 2002 in wider
circumstances than currently available i.e. consider the
sacredness of the Tūpuna Maunga, not just the level of
alcohol-related crime or disorder

Assessment of this option
-

As the law stands, trespass is reactive to a problem
rather than providing a mechanism to deal with
possession of alcohol or consumption in a nondisruptive manner. Note: the courts have not been
tested in relation to trespass enforced on the basis of
an alcohol-free policy (rather than as a consequence of
a crime or disorder related to alcohol)

-

Requires careful consideration of Bill of Rights
implications i.e. a member of the public’s right to
freedom of peaceful assembly or freedom of
expression in a public place.

-

Tūpuna Maunga staff, and other members of the public,
may face health and safety risks in asserting trespass
or enforcing trespass notices

•

Positives:

-

Alcohol possession could be completely prohibited on
the Tūpuna Maunga

-

May give the Tūpuna Maunga Authority wider powers

•

Negatives:

-

The Local Government Act currently only allows council
to set alcohol controls; there is no guarantee this power
would be given to the Authority

-

Very lengthy process (the recent Local Bill promoted by
Auckland Council seeking to regulate street prostitution
in specified places took approximately four years from
introduction into the House, before it was ultimately
rejected at second reading stage)

-

Requires convincing evidence that the issue cannot be
addressed without the intervention of Parliament.
Would require evidence that non-regulatory efforts
have failed to address the problem. Staff advise that
this would be a difficult threshold to meet

-

Requires convincing evidence that it is a local issue,
rather than an issue that is shared with other local
authorities (which may be better addressed in national
legislation)
-

Tūpuna Maunga staff, and other members of the
public, may face health and safety risks in
enforcing controls
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Option
Alcohol bans under Local
Government Act 2002
Timeframe to implement:
Anywhere from 6 months,
depending upon the availability of
appropriate evidence of crime and
disorder on each Maunga

How to achieve this option

How this option can be enforced

1. The Tūpuna Maunga Authority collects appropriate
evidence to support an alcohol ban application to the
Regulatory Committee of Auckland Council

•

2. The Tūpuna Maunga Authority applies for an alcohol ban
to the Regulatory Committee and demonstrates for each
Maunga (as per the Alcohol Control Bylaw 2014 made
pursuant to the Local Government Act 2002):

•

-

An alcohol ban “can be justified as a reasonable limitation
on people’s rights and freedoms”

-

Evidence that the Maunga has experienced a high level of
crime or disorder that can be shown to have been caused
or made worse by alcohol consumption on the Maunga

-

Enforcement powers and penalties under Local government
Act bylaws are more efficient and effective than under
Reserves Act bylaws

Assessment of this option
•

Positives:

-

Once an alcohol ban is in place members of the public
are prohibited from consuming, bringing into, or
possessing alcohol on a Maunga

-

The enforcement powers are wide and include instant
fines

•

Negatives:

-

The focus of alcohol bans under Local Government Act
bylaws is about crime or disorder, rather than the
appropriateness of consuming alcohol on a culturally
sensitive site

-

Alcohol bans are a regulatory mechanism of Council
and as such can be rescinded by Council

-

There may not be sufficient evidence to support an
alcohol ban on particular Maunga (Note: there is
currently little or no evidence of alcohol-related crime or
disorder for the Tūpuna Maunga. Also, seven alcohol
bans applying to Tūpuna Maunga lapsed in October
2015 as there was insufficient evidence of alcoholrelated crime or disorder to support continuing alcohol
bans)

Police have powers of search, seizure of alcohol, arrest, and
infringement notices (instant fines)

That the alcohol ban is “appropriate and proportionate in
the light of that crime or disorder”

3. The Auckland Council may delegate to the Tūpuna
Maunga Authority the power to establish alcohol bans
pursuant to the Alcohol Control Bylaw 2014 (note that any
delegation of such power can be rescinded at any time by
the Auckland Council). The present delegation is held by
the Regulatory Committee in relation to the Tūpuna
Maunga
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9. Relationships with Corrections
Author/Presenter: Scott de Silva, Manager Tūpuna Maunga
Purpose

This report updates the Tūpuna Maunga Authority on an initiative
being progressed with the Department of Corrections and
Department of Conservation where Corrections offenders on
community work are helping with the care of the Tūpuna
Maunga.

Recommendation

That the Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Maunga Authority :
a.

Note the initiative being progressed with the Department
of Corrections and Department of Conservation where
Corrections offenders on community work are helping to
maintain the Tūpuna Maunga; and

b.

Delegate authority to the Chair and Deputy Chair to sign
a Memorandum of Understanding with DOC and
Corrections once finalised to formalise this arrangement.

Background
1.

In November 2015, the Ministers of Conservation and Corrections signed a
national partnership agreement, “Good To Grow”, under which offenders on
community sentences would help look after Department of Conservation (DOC)
sites.
The partnership was signed on Maungauika/North Head, where
offenders on community work have helped maintain the whenua for some
years.

2.

Each year, Corrections delivers more than two million hours of community work
labour to local projects throughout New Zealand. This partnership is also
focused on improving rehabilitation and reintegration outcomes for offenders.

3.

Recently DOC and Corrections approached the Tūpuna Maunga Authority
management and proposed this current arrangement be extended to the
Tūpuna Maunga.

4.

To assist with the Tūpuna Maunga Authority’s operational work, Corrections
have agreed to undertake supervised work on the Tūpuna Maunga, with work
having commenced at Ōtāhuhu/Mount Richmond.

Corrections support for the Tūpuna Maunga
5.

The arrangement we have entered into mirrors the partnership between DOC
and Corrections. Corrections Service Centers close to Tūpuna Maunga will be
provided with workplans for the maunga. We have commenced work with the
Panmure Service Centre and expect to activate Grey Lynn and Central over
time.
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6.

The Corrections protocol is that a Service Centre superviser selects a team of
workers to carry out the work on the maunga. In selecting workers,
considerations include full risk assessments of each offender including gang
affiliations. High risk offenders are not part of this workforce.

7.

Initially, Maunga Authority staff will oversee the work and over time the
superviser takes responsibility for overseeing the delivery of the work plan and
provide continuity.

8.

The programme involves full documentation and health and safety systems and
processes. In this case, the health and safety policy excludes certain activities
and tools being undertaken or used by the workers.

9.

This is the regime successfully utilised at Maungauika and elsewhere around
the country.

10.

DOC are also developing a model to measure the outcomes of the partnership,
including qualitative surveys as well as measurable conservation outcomes,
which they are prepared to share with us.

Management support for the initiative
11.

Management strongly support this initiative as:
a.

It provides a cost-neutral resource for the Tūpuna Maunga and is
consistent with the intention of the Maunga Authority to reduce its
reliance on Council funding and find alternative resourcing and sources
of funding;

b.

There are projects currently not being progressed that are very suitable
for this programme, such as weeding, removing redundant infrastructure
including fences, and removing the Mt Richmond Bowling Club green;

c.

DOC and Corrections consider Good To Grow to be a highly successful
initiative. Robust systems and processes, including health and safety
procedures, exist, have been tested and are available for us to utilise;

d.

Aside from some initial investment in setting up, the programme itself is
‘light touch’ in terms of ongoing resources required from Maunga
Authority staff;

e.

Feedback from Corrections and DOC is that the offenders respond to
the significance of the places and land they work on;

f.

In effect, DOC and Corrections have borne the ‘risk’ in the set-up phase.
No incidents have been recorded since work started and management
will work with Corrections to ensure the teams and staff remain safe;

g.

This represents a strategic partnership arrangement with two
government departments that will deliver good outcomes for the Tūpuna
Maunga and positive social outcomes more broadly.
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Current and Future Work Programme
12.

Work has commenced on Ōtāhuhu.
The work plan includes garden
maintenance, dismantling of bowling club redundant shelters and painting of
bowling club storage buildings. Future work planned includes mulching of
gardens on Maungawhau/Mt Eden and the removal of redundant fencing on
Pūketāpapa/Mt Roskill and Ohinerau.

Formalising the arrangement
13.

DOC and Corrections have proposed the three parties enter into a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for the partnership to extend the current
tested and endorsed formal arrangements to the Tupuna Maunga. We will
finalise this MOU and recommend the Maunga Authority delegate authority to
the Chair and Deputy Chair to sign the MOU once agreed with DOC and
Corrections.
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10 Registers
Author: Scott de Silva, Manager Tūpuna Maunga

Purpose

Recommendation

To provide the Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau Authority
with the updated registers of:
a.

Health & Safety (Attachment A)

b.

Public Issues (Attachment B)

c.

Events (Attachment C)

d.

Media coverage (Attachment D)

e.

Resource Consents (Attachment E)

That the Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Maunga Authority note the
attached Registers, which have been updated since Hui 21 (19
September 2016).

Registers
1.

Attachment A is the updated Health & Safety Register.

2.

Attachment B is the updated Public Issues Register.

3.

Attachment C is the updated Events Register.

4.

Attachment D is the updated Media Register.

5.

Attachment E is the updated Resource Consents Register.
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Attachment A
Health and Safety Register
Hui
reported to

Hui 22

Hui 20

Hui 20

Maunga

Takarunga

Otahuhu

Mt Roskill

Summary of incident

Concerns raised by management regarding
the fire place in the Bunker. The fire is used
to heat and keep the building dry during the
winter months. Concerns were raised when
the guard on the chimney heated up when
the fire was in use, potentially resulting in
members of the public burning themselves.

Complaint received regarding an injury
received (twisted ankle) due to the lack of
sport field lighting on the training field on
Otahuhu.

Male forced into vehicle and driven to Mt
Roskill where he was robbed and shot in
the leg.

Number of any
near misses

Hui 20

Hui 19

Hui 19

Mt Roskill

Maungakiekie

Maungakiekie

Pedestrian and vehicle related incident on
the access road to the tihi

Visitor tripped on path and fell injuring
himself

Health and Safety management matters
arising

Actions Taken

1

Management spoke to the Bunker operators
and asked that not more fires be lit until we
have completed a safety & fire inspection.

Potential risk to visitors touching the
chimney guard and risk to guests of the
Bunker

Safety and fire inspection has been
actioned to review all aspects of the
Bunker operations in regards to fire and
associated risks.

1

The field is a ‘soil field’ which means it is
unsuitable to be used outside daylight
hours. There are currently no lights
installed. The arrangement with the sports
club is that they book hours during which
the field will be used – in this case the field
was being used outside the ‘bookable
hours’.

One injury (twisted ankle) has been
reported with the potential for further
accidents if the field is continued to be
used after hours.

Management will meet with the Otahuhu
League Club to discuss the use of the
field in the evenings and health and safety
obligations. The club are responsible for
ensuring their members use the field
within the specified limits.

1

Management have reviewed the Police
information and will wait for the Police
investigation to be completed.

Management assessment is that this was
a rare and isolated incident. There is little
further we can do to prevent such
behaviour however we will review this with
NZ Police.

Management are working with the NZ
Police

1

Taxi driver admitted to hospital, NZ Police
are investigating the incident.

Management assessment is that this was
a rare and isolated incident. There is little
further we can do to prevent such
incidents however we will review this with
NZ Police.

Management are working with the NZ
Police

3

The road alignment and lack of footpaths to
the tihi has resulted in the potential risk to
pedestrians walking to the tihi. The road is
increasingly popular for walkers and
runners and will increase due to the
planting of the trees.

Potential health & safety risk to
pedestrians.

1

Staff assessed the area and path and
although the path is in good condition there
is a capacity issue with the number of
visitors using this path during high use
times.

Risk to public and contractors.

Non–compliance with speed signs
resulting in injury

The incident occurred within gate opening
times.

Male taxi driver assaulted in the lower car
park of Mt Roskill. Incident occurred within
park opening times.

Outcome of investigations into any
incidents and near misses

Hui19

Maungakiekie

Pest control contractor felling into hole while
undertaking a night shoot.

1

Incident was investigated and concluded
that when the incident occurred the
contractors H&S procedures were being
followed. Hazard has since been filled in to
remove the hazard.

Hui 18

Maungawhau

Cyclist fell off bike at speed hump on
downhill section of road.

1

Speed signage already installed; install an
additional speed sign on section of road to
inform cyclists of appropriate speed

Have reviewed speed signs and will install
a shared sign to indicate to drivers the
need to comply with speed limits and
other users. .

Potential further issues relating to the
volume of traffic and design of the asset.

Hole covered and contractor briefed on
incident.
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Hui
reported to

Maunga

Summary of incident

Number of any
near misses

Outcome of investigations into any
incidents and near misses

Health and Safety management matters
arising

Ōtāhuhu

Wasp nest discovered

1

Contractors were notified and have
destroyed the nest

Potential health and safety risk to visitors
and volunteers

Hui 17

Maungakiekie

Local user expressed concern that people
were injuring themselves using the skate
park bowl because of its dated features and
surfacing. No specific incident reported.

0

Management will engage a skate park
specialist to look at the site and make
recommendations for improvements.

Safety assessment of recreational
infrastructure

Hui 17

Maungawhau

Wasp nest discovered

0

Contractors notified and will destroy the
nest

Risk to visitors and volunteers

1

Management have carried out a safety
assessment to ensure it complies with
playground standards. In the interim, the
flying fox has been closed until the repair
work can be confirmed and completed.

Safety assessment of play equipment

0

There are no specifications regarding the
installation of fences around playgrounds.
Advice received is if the playground is
within 5 meters of a road, fencing should be
considered. The Maungawhau playground
is positioned on average 10 metres from the
road. The assessment considered the
location and provided the following
recommendation:
The play space is located well back from
the road (average 10m) and there is
planting, a footpath and a low post and rail
fence between the playground and the
road; all providing a sense of enclosure for
the play space.

Safety assessment of play equipment

2

Police were notified and removed the
individual from the site

Safety of visitors, volunteers, contractors
and staff

Hui 18

Hui 17

Maungakiekie

Child fell off flying fox and broke his arm

Hui 17

Maungawhau

Request to consider fencing the area
around the playground because of safety
concerns for children playing near a busy
road. Note there has not been any recorded
incident relating to this request.

Hui 17

Maungawhau

Contractors threatened by homeless man

Hui 16

No health and safety incidents reported for this period

Hui 15

Matukutūruru

Risk to visitors falling off quarry cliff

0

Staffs have investigated and will be placing
hazard signs at entrance to the Maunga to
advise visitors of risks.

Serious health and safety risks if signs are
ignored

Hui 15

Matukutūruru

Staff member fell into an old septic pit

1

The pit has been covered and will be filled.
The area around the house will also be
mown to expose any other potential risks.

Investigate any hazards remaining from
old historic services

Hui 15

Maungawhau

Visitor tripped and fell on exposed pipe

1

Track repairs and pipes covered to remove
the tripping hazard

Track maintenance required

Maungawhau

Visitor found urinating in car park, Tāmaki
Hikoi guide approached individual and was
verbally abused

1

Staff advised the guides to contact the
police and record details of the offender’s
vehicle and description.

Risk to staff and contractors around
managing conflict with members of the
public, future roles and staff need to be
trained if in a position where this is a

Hui 15

Actions Taken
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Hui
reported to

Maunga

Summary of incident

Number of any
near misses

Outcome of investigations into any
incidents and near misses

Health and Safety management matters
arising

Actions Taken

potential risk

Hui 14

Hui 13

Hui 12

Hui 11

Hui 11

Hui 11

Hui 11

Hui 10

No health and safety incidents reported for this period

Maungawhau

Tamaki Hīkoi guide injured by vehicle

Ōtāhuhu

Several public complaints about sightings of
off road motor bikes on and around the
maunga, including reports of damage
caused.

Maungarei

Several complaints made about excessive
speed and cars not following directional
advice (ie, travelling the wrong way on the
road).

Maungawhau

Several complaints made about excessive
speed and cars not following directional
advice (ie, travelling the wrong way on the
road).

Mt Albert

Several complaints made about excessive
speed and cars not following directional
advice (ie, travelling the wrong way on the
road).

Maungawhau

Two incidents reported of vehicles and
bicycles not stopping at stop sign at exit of
road to the tihi; potential for accident.

1

Investigation is underway, staff are awaiting
the incident and police report from the
guide.

Conflict between pedestrians and
vehicles.

0

Potential issues with conflict between
pedestrian and motor bikes. Staff have
directed security to monitor the site and
identify offenders.

Conflict between pedestrians and vehicles

0

Issue has been investigated by staff and
resulted in the placement of new speed
restriction signs and newly painted
directional arrows on the road to inform
visitors as an interim measure. Review to
be completed on all roads signage and
markings.

Conflict between pedestrians and vehicles

0

First Security were advised of the conflict
issue and requested to open gates closer to
the stated time to allow safe passage for
early joggers and pedestrians.

Conflict between pedestrians and vehicles

0

Issue has been investigated by staff and
resulted in the placement of new speed
restriction signs and newly painted
directional arrows on the road to inform
visitors as an interim measure. Review to
be completed on all roads signage and
markings.

Conflict between pedestrians and vehicles

2

Issue has been investigated by staff and a
speed hump and associated signs have
been installed at the stop sign to slow
vehicles and cyclists.

Conflict between pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicles

No health and safety incidents recorded for this period
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Attachment B
Public Issues Register
Hui

Maunga

Item

Description

Hui 22

Maungakiekie

Cattle stops

Cornwall Park received a complaint from a cyclist
requesting a rough surface on the cattle stops to avoid
their bike tyres sliding sideways.
Vehicle has been left in car park by Stardome since
Labour Day. It is not stolen. It has been broken into and
vandalised.

Hui 22

Maungakiekie

Damaged vehicle left in car
park

Hui 22

Maungakiekie

Playground equipment

Complaint received regarding the closure of the train,
flying fox and T-bar swings during school holidays.

Hui 22

Maungawhau

Bollard operation

Hui 22

Maungawhau

Security

Hui 22

Maungawhau

Troughs

Hui 22

Mount Roskill

Drinking and vehicle-related
incidents

Hui 21

Maungawhau

Security

Issues with bollard at entrance to tihi not functioning
properly.
Reports of 14 vehicle break-ins in the car parks on
Maungawhau between 31 Aug &1 Nov 2016.
Complaint received regarding water trough near Batger
Rd access that is full of stagnant water
Reports from contractors of vehicle tracks in the grassed
areas at the tihi and rubbish, broken bottles and glass left
on the maunga
Reports of 11 vehicle break-ins in the car parks on
Maungawhau between 2 & 16 August 2016.

Hui 21

Ōhinerau

Signage

Received a question from a resident regarding the
placement of signage for the daffodil planting on Ōhinerau

Hui 21

Maungakiekie

Noise complaint

Hui 21

Ōwāiraka

Vandalism

Received a complaint from a neighbour about the noise
generated from mowing around Hayden Ave. Contractors
currently undertake mowing of the area around 6.30am to
complete the work prior to visitors arriving, but has
resulted in a series of complaints from a resident.
Toilet on Ōwāiraka was set fire and caused extensive
damage to one cubicle and fire damage to the exterior of
the building and second cubicle.

Hui 21

Maungawhau

Bollard operation

Hui 21

Maungakiekie

Vandalism

Hui 20

Otahuhu

Hui 20

Maungawhau

Sport field condition
Breach of access to
Maungawhau

Hui 19

Maungawhau

Inappropriate actions of
visitors

Bollard on exit road at Maungawhau malfunctioning.
Several issues with the exit bollard not lowering when
activated.
Padlocks and chains to flying fox, train and climbing
tower, basket swing cut over night

Complaint received regarding the condition of the
Otahuhu sports field
Report of a vehicle transporting abled body people to tihi

Reports of two individuals defecating near bus park.

Actions Taken

Link to broader issue or strategy

Trialling use of non-skid tape on the LHS of the cattle
stops

Recreation

Police have attempted to contact owner to have it
removed.
Legal team have advised we can only remove it under
provisions in Reserves Act after 30 days
Management working with Contractor to improve the
maintenance of the train and when this is scheduled.
Swings are currently being assessed and flying fox is
closed until it’s renewed (current project).
Contractors have installed new battery as this was the
issue.
Management have been working with the NZ Police to try
to address the issue.
Trough will be removed or have holes drilled at base to
drain water
Reported to local Police station to try and improve police
visibility

Policies and bylaws

Management have been working with the NZ Police to try
to address the issue. As a result the NZ Police
apprehended one suspicious vehicle and only one
reported break in has been reported since that time.
Management discussed the rationale for the removal of
the previous signs (which were removed due to stability
and condition) and explained that any new signage will be
addressed when the Design Guidelines have been
completed.
Management have discussed the issue with the resident
and adjusted the mowing schedule to delay the mowing
around the site until later in the morning.

Asset management

Security, vandalism, vehicles on Maunga
Asset Management
Vandalism, alcohol controls under bylaws.
(Note that this maunga has an alcohol
bylaw over it.)
Security, vandalism, vehicles on Maunga
Signage and way finding

Public Complaint

NZ Fire Service was notified and extinguished the fire; NZ
Police were also notified of the incident. Toilet has been
closed and repairs are due to be completed by October
2016. Port-a-loos have been placed in car park to cater for
visitors.
Contractors have ordered a new charging unit for battery
to resolve issue.

Vandalism

Repairs carried out by contractors

Vandalism

Contractors engaged and initial repairs carried out, a
longer term upgrade of the surface may need to be
considered in the future.

Sport field management, asset renewal

Spoke to
Installed port-a-loos in bus park, this was followed up by a
letter to tour operators advising of incident and informing
them of the location of toilets.

Availability of facilities
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Hui

Hui 19

Maunga

Item

Maungawhau

Security

Hui 19

Mt Roskill

Motor vehicle in
unauthorised area

Hui 18

Maungakiekie

Overhanging vegetation

Description

Actions Taken

9 break ins reported by contractors from May 3 - June
11th.
Vehicles driving on grass, rubbish, broken bottles left on
the Maunga Reported by maintenance contractors that
there were a lot of broken bottles, cans, food scraps
picked up over the weekend around the tihi parking area
Resident at property adjoining Maungakiekie requested
that the vegetation overhanging her property be trimmed
or removed

Police advised of incidents, looking at options to reduce
risk to visitor’s vehicles and property. Will continue to work
with police as incidents are reported.

Reviewed security log to ensure locking the gate as per
contract requirements.

Link to broader issue or strategy
Security, vandalism, vehicles on Maunga

Security, vandalism, vehicles on Maunga

Arborist to assess whether trimming of the tree will have
any impacts on its long term health

Vegetation management and neighbouring
properties

The entry/exit gate is being manually locked while it's
being fixed. The padlock on the gate to the tunnels has
been replaced.

Security, vandalism, vehicles on Maunga

Hui 18

Takarunga

Vandalism

The automatic entry/exit gate was damaged (mechanical
ram was broken off at the weld), and at the same time the
gate to the tunnels at the summit was damaged (padlock
cage and padlock broken off).

Hui 18

Maungawhau

Bollard operation

The entry bollard malfunctioned due to being struck by a
vehicle

Contractor was notified and has repaired the bollard.

Security, vandalism, vehicles on Maunga

Hui 17

Maungawhau

Motor vehicle in
unauthorised area

An Auckland Grammar student riding a motor bike was
observed traveling up the exit road

Staff stopped the vehicle and turned it, will be contacting
Auckland Grammar about incident

Vehicle restrictions from the tihi of
Maungawhau

Hui 17

Maungawhau

Bandstand power box

On two occasions the lock to the bandstand power box
was smashed and accessed to play radio

Lock latch replaced, police contacted

Security, vandalism, vehicles on Maunga

An encroachment at 10 Hillside Crescent, Mt Eden is
currently being managed by the council compliance team.
The encroachment relates to a retaining wall on the
maunga and a neighbouring property.

Working closely with council compliance team

Hui 17

Maungawhau

Encroachment

Hui 17

Te Tātua-a-Riukiuta

Fire

Hui 15

Maungarei

Entry gate

Entry and exit gate padlocks missing

Replaced

Security, vandalism, vehicles on Maunga

Hui 15

Maungarei

Entry gate

Gate lifted off hinges

Lifted back on and gudgeon welded to stop this happening
again

Security, vandalism, vehicles on Maunga

Hui 15

Maungawhau

Entry gate

Padlock missing

Replaced

Security, vandalism, vehicles on Maunga

Hui 15

Maungawhau

Entry gate

Padlock cut

Replaced

Security, vandalism, vehicles on Maunga

Hui 15

Maungarei

Fire

Large grass fire attended by fire service; started by
fireworks

Cut locks replaced

Fireworks, grass fires

Hui 15

Maungawhau

Fire

Small grass fire attended by fire service; started by
fireworks

Cut gate fixed. Static guard placed at gate for next two
nights

Fireworks, grass fires

Hui 15

Ōhuiarangi

Drinking and vehicle-related
incidents

Reports of drinking and vehicle related issues on and
around the Maunga by neighbours

To discuss incidents with NZ Police and if problems look
at surveillance to identify offenders

Security, alcohol bans on the Maunga,
vehicles on Maunga

Hui 15

Maungawhau

Graffiti

Incident involving graffiti on summit road and vehicle
barriers

Informed contractors of incident and graffiti removed

Vandalism

Hui 14
Hui 13

Encroachment policy to be developed

No Public Issues reported to Hui 14
Mount Albert

Rubbish dumping

A member of the public informed Council of a truck load of
concrete dumped on the access road to Mount Albert

The concrete has been removed and staff have located
the contractor who is believed to have dumped material.
Staff have passed the information on to Council
compliance officers to follow up
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Hui

Maunga

Item

Description

Actions Taken

Link to broader issue or strategy

Hui 13

Otāhuhu

Volunteer day

Future Auckland Leaders held a volunteer day on
Otāhuhu, inviting the Rugby League Club and locals to
attend; approximately 100 volunteers attended, collecting
rubbish and barking gardens

Manager, Tūpuna Maunga has been involved in the
programme and has thanked the Future Auckland
Leaders

Volunteer Strategy

Hui 13

Otāhuhu

Trail bikes – access and
damage

Over the past few years a number of trail bikes have been
using the maunga as an off-track course; this has been
causing damage and issues with other visitors

Manager, Tūpuna Maunga have engaged a security
company to investigate the matter and the details of a
number of riders have been identified; discussions are
due to take place with the riders shortly

Unauthorised activities on the Tūpuna
Maunga

Hui 12

Maungawhau

Encroachment

Informed of an encroachment on Hillside Crescent.

Staff have recorded the details of the encroachment; will
address this issue once the Integrated Management Plan
has been completed and a position regarding
encroachments has been identified.

Encroachments (Maunga Authority’s
position to be addressed in the Integrated
Management Plan)

Hui 11

Maungakiekie

Replanting on Maungakiekie

Member of the public wanted to know about the possible
replanting on the tihi of Maungakiekie.

Staff spoke to individual and informed him the Maunga
Authority would be considering whether to replant on the
tihi in due course. Staff agreed to update the individual
when a decision is made.

Awaiting a decision from the Maunga
Authority regarding replanting on
Maungakiekie

Hui 11

Maungawhau

Cyclist speed

Numerous complaints have been received about the
speed of cyclists on Maungawhau, in particular their
failure to adhere to speed restrictions and stop signs.

Addressed the speed issue near the bus car park by
placing additional signs and installing speed humps at the
stop sign.
Engaging with AT on speed calming measures (such as
shared spaces) in the context of vehicle restrictions from
the tihi of Maungawhau as well as cycleways on the
maunga more generally.

Cycleways on the Tūpuna Maunga
Vehicle restrictions from the tihi of
Maungawhau

Hui 11

Takarunga

Tennis court fencing

Question received regarding the replacement program for
the tennis court fencing; concern expressed that this
should be addressed earlier than planned. Individual
expressed a desire to look at fundraising through the local
board or community to address the issue.

Staff spoke to the individual and explained the asset
renewal programme in place and the current prioritisation
system.

Public expectation regarding asset renewal
will be an ongoing challenge. Staff will
continue to explain this to members of the
public while taking their feedback on board.

Hui 11

Maungawhau

Possible encroachment

Member of the public informed staff of a potential
encroachment by his neighbour onto the maunga.

Staff are working with the Resource Consents Department
to address this potential encroachment issue.

Encroachments (likely to be addressed in
the IMP)

Hui 10

Mt Roskill

Removal of Cross

Member of the public queried the removal of the Cross.

Staff spoke to individual and explained the rationale for
the Cross’ removal, the discussions with ministers and the
Puketāpapa Local Board, and the approval process for
future applications.

Unauthorised structures on the Tūpuna
Maunga

Hui 10

Mt Roskill

Removal of Cross

Member of the public queried the removal of the Cross.

Staff spoke to individual and explained the rationale for
the Cross’ removal, the discussions with ministers and the
Puketāpapa Local Board, and the approval process for
future applications.

Unauthorised structures on the Tūpuna
Maunga

Hui 10

Mt Roskill

Removal of Cross

Member of the public queried the removal of the Cross.

Staff spoke to individual and explained the rationale for
the Cross’ removal, the discussions with ministers and the
Puketāpapa Local Board, and the approval process for
future applications.

Unauthorised structures on the Tūpuna
Maunga
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Attachment C
Events Register
Hui reported
to

Maunga

Applicant

Event Description

Event date

Status

Revenue

Hui 22

Owairaka

Power Rangers Production

Filming for an episode of Power Rangers

26/10/16

Approved

$4100

Hui 22

Maungakiekie

Assistance Dogs NZ

Promotional day for assistance dogs NZ

13/11/16

Approved

$180

Hui 22

Maungawhau

Baha’i faith

Children’s festival

3/12/16

Approved

$180

Hui 22

Maungawhau

Chapman Tripp

Children’s Christmas Party

4/12/16

Approved

$1200

Hui 22

Maungawhau

Garry Carr - Geologist

Geology guided walk

8/10/16

Approved

No charge

Hui 22

Maungakiekie

Cornwall Park Trust

Maori Heritage Walk

1/10/16

Approved

No charge

Hui 22

Maungakiekie

Cornwall Park Trust

Heritage walk around sites of old golf course

1/10/16

Approved

No charge

Hui 22

Maungawhau

Auckland Council

Movies in Parks

10/03/17

Approved

No charge

Hui 22

Maungawhau

A Girl Called Hope

Fundraiser called Walk for Hope

15/10/16

Approved

$180

Hui 22

Maungakiekie

Chris Davis

Student Documentary – Seeds of a City

15/09/16 to 9/10/16

Approved

No charge

Hui 21

Otahuhu

Bayleys

Promotional video for living in Otahuhu

30/08/16

Approved

$600

Hui 21

Maungarei

College Sport

NZ Secondary Schools Individual Cycling Championship

3/09/16

Approved

$380

Hui 21

Maungawhau

Explorer Bus

Sign placement for pick up point

ongoing

Declined

Hui 21

Maungawhau

Rebel Sport

Commercial

10/08/16

Approved then
cancelled

$600

Hui 21

Maungarei

New Zealand Fire Service

Rural fire training

ongoing

Approved

No charge

Hui 21

Mt Roskill

Lake Shore

Local music video

25/06/16

Approved

$140

Hui 21

Maungawhau

Ficino School

Cross country run

10/10/16

Approved

No charge

Hui 20

No events applications
reported for this period

Hui 19

Maungakiekie

Auckland City Athletics

Fun Run

11/06/16

Approved

No charge

Hui 19

Maungawhau

Unitec

Lichen collection

n/a

Approved

No charge

Hui 19

Maungawhau

Maunga Authority

Love Your Maunga

10/04/16

Approved

No charge

Hui 19

Maungawhau

Baxter Dance School

End of term performance

9/04/16

Approved

$280.00
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Hui reported
to

Maunga

Applicant

Event Description

Event date

Status

Revenue

Hui 18

Mt Roskill

Puketapapa Local Board

Manu Aute Kite Day

26/06/16

Approved

No charge

Hui 18

Maungakiekie

Auckland Council

Playground upgrade

tbc

Approved

No charge

Hui 18

Mangere Mountain

Papatuanuku Kokiri Marae & AT

Raising awareness of Maori suicide

20/03/16

Approved

No charge

Hui 18

Takarunga

Combined churches of Devonport

Easter procession

25/03/16

Approved

$90.00

Hui 18

Mangere Mountain

Mangere Parishes

Easter procession

25/03/16

Approved

$90.00

Hui 18

Mt Roskill

Filipino Catholic Church Auckland

Easter procession

25/03/16

Approved

$90.00

Hui 18

Mt Roskill

Combined churches of Mt Roskill

Easter procession

25/03/16

Approved

$90.00

Hui 18

Maungawhau

Rebecca Hobbs - Student

Interpretive dance of historic event

Hui 18

Various

Rebecca Hobbs - Student

Art associated with maunga

tbc

Approved

No charge

Hui 18

Maungakiekie

Auckland Grammar School

Fun run

postponed

Approved

No charge

Hui 18

Ohinerau

Water care

Waterline upgrade

tbc

Approved

No charge

Declined

Hui 18

Maungawhau

Wendy Waller

Wedding

3/01/16

Approved

No charge due to
operational
issues

Hui 18

Maungakiekie

Panmure Bridge School

Walk and picnic

11/12/15

Approved

No charge

Hui 18

Maungawhau

Mt Eden Normal School

Fun run

29/11/15

Approved

$190.00

Hui 17

No events applications
reported for this period

Hui 16

No events applications
reported for this period

Hui 15

Maungawhau

Maori TV

Te Aroha Series

20/11/15

Approved

$900.00

Hui 15

Maungarei

“Chief Gary”

Filming Application

13/11/15

Approved

$1800.00

Hui 15

Maungarei

“The Rehearsal”

Filming Application

6/10/15

Approved

$1800.00

Hui 14

No events applications
reported for this period

Hui 13

Maungarei

NZ Secondary Schools

Cycling event

5/9/15

Approved

$900.00

Walk for Hope

Raising awareness on abuse of women

17/10/15

Approved

$180.00

Hui 13

Maungawhau
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Hui reported
to
Hui 13

Maunga
Maungawhau

Applicant

Event Description

Event date

Status

Revenue

Auckland Council / Local Boards

Movies in the Park

12/2/16

Approved

No charge

Hui 13

Maungarei

NZ Film Industry

New Zealand film “The Rehearsal”

6/10/15

Approved

$1800.00

Hui 13

Maungarei

Panmure King of the Hill

Cycling and running event

11/10/15

Approved

$280.00

Hui 12

Maungakiekie

Assistance Dogs New Zealand Trust

Walk for Assistance

2/08/15

Approved

$380.00

Hui 11

No events applications
recorded for this period

Hui 10

Maungawhau

Te Puna Wananga – Epsom Campus

Matariki celebration

22/06/15

Approved

No charge

Hui 10

Maungawhau

Josephine Nathan

Kaupapa - Sexual abuse awareness

11/06/15

Approved

No charge

Hui 10

Maungakiekie

Auckland Council

Matariki celebration

20/06/15

Approved

No charge

Hui 10

Maungakiekie

Auckland City Athletics

King of the Mountain Run

6/06/15

Approved

No charge

Hui 9

Maungawhau

Friends of Maungawhau

Guided walk

25/07/2015

Approved

No charge

Hui 9

Maungakiekie

Auckland Council

Matariki celebration

20/06/2015

Approved

No charge

Puketapapa Local Board

Matariki celebration

28/6/2015

Approved

No charge

Hui 9

Mt Roskill

Hui 8

No events applications
recorded for this period
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Attachment D
Media Register

Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau Authority
MEDIA COVERAGE OCTOBER – NOVEMBER 2016

Project, activity
or issue

Media Coverage October – November 2016

Project lead

Justine Smith

justine.smith@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
021 684 776

Communications
lead

Mike George

mike.george@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
027 212 4512

Media
coverage
October to
November

Mountain Biking
24 October – New Zealand Herald
Teens carve 30m bike track into Mt Albert
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11723232
26 October – New Zealand Herald
Letter to the Editor – Bikes on the cones

New TMA Members
2 November – STUFF
First Governing Body begins new council term
http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/AK1611/S00051/first-governing-body-begins-newcouncil-term.htm

Maungawhau Tea Kiosk
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3 November – Auckland Council media release
Mt Eden tea kiosk to open as café
http://i.stuff.co.nz/auckland/86009650/mt-eden-tea-kiosk-to-open-as-cafe

Takarunga Rats
4 November – Devonport Flagstaff
Feature on rats
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Spokesperson

Paul Majurey, Chair, Tūpuna Maunga o Tāmaki Makaurau Authority is the
spokesperson for all media queries.

Media inquiries

Media inquiries can be referred to Communications Advisor for the Tūpuna Maunga
Authority, Mike George, on 027 212 4512 or mike.george@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
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Attachment E
Resource Consents Register
Application No.
50899

Application Type
Subdivision

Date Lodged
20/07/2016

Maunga
TE PANE-O-MATAOHO / MANGERE
MOUNTAIN
TE PANE-O-MATAOHO / MANGERE
MOUNTAIN

Description
Subdivision - 2 lots around existing developments

Location
7 Putini Rd Mangere Bridge
2022
42 Mountain Rd Mangere
Bridge 2022

Lot/DP number
LOT 11 DP 44558

Outcome
Approved

51081

Subdivision

22/07/2016

LOT 6 DP 42381

Approved

LD-2143676

Land Use Consents

13/09/2016

TAKARUNGA / MOUNT VICTORIA

Alterations and extensions of an excisting dwelling

1/ 15 St Aubyn Street
Devonport 0624

Flat 1 DP 98719,
Flat 2 DP 98719,
Lot 1 DP 97924

Approved

R/223/2013/3511/1

223 Survey Plan

6/07/2016

MAUNGAKIEKIE / ONE TREE HILL

223 Survey Plan

MAUNGAREI / MOUNT WELLINGTON

223 Survey Plan

Lot 1 DP 146893
500m2
LOT 2 DP 46724

Approved

19/10/2016

223 Survey Plan

10/10/2016

MAUNGAREI / MOUNT WELLINGTON

223 Survey Plan

Lot 601 DP
389984 3775m2

Approved

R/224C/2015/503/1

224C Certification

1/08/2016

MAUNGAREI / MOUNT WELLINGTON

224C Certification

224C Certification

19/10/2016

MAUNGAREI / MOUNT WELLINGTON

224C Certification

Lot 905 DP
467442 24871m2
LOT 2 DP 46724

Approved

R/224C/2016/1303/1

R/LPC/2016/4587

Liquor Planning
Certificate

18/10/2016

MAUNGAWHAU / MOUNT EDEN

LPC

12 Campbell Road One
Tree Hill Auckland 1061
20 Mountain Road Mount
Wellington Auckland
1072
3 Bluegrey Avenue
Stonefields Auckland
1072
160 College Road St Johns
Auckland 1072
20 Mountain Road Mount
Wellington Auckland
1072
428-434 Mount Eden Road
Mount Eden Auckland
1024

R/223/2016/1303/1

223 Survey Plan

R/223/2016/212/1

Approved

R/LPC/2016/4701

Liquor Planning
Certificate

26/10/2016

MAUNGAWHAU / MOUNT EDEN

Liquor Planning Certificate

428-434 Mount Eden Road
Mount Eden Auckland
1024

R/LUC/2015/3912

Land use consent

29/09/2015

TE TATUA A RIUKIUTA / THREE KINGS

Installation of two temporary signs for marketing of a
new development.

R/LUC/2016/292

Land use consent

27/01/2016

MAUNGAKIEKIE / ONE TREE HILL

Relocation of dwelling, plus two proposed new
dwellings

985 Mount Eden Road
Three Kings Auckland
1024
15 Golf Road Epsom
Auckland 1023

LOT 4 ALLOT 11
SEC 6
AUCKLAND
SUBS
LOT 4 ALLOT 11
SEC 6
AUCKLAND
SUBS
Lot 1 DP 37020
151840m2

Rejected

R/LUC/2016/292/2

Land use consent

24/08/2016

MAUNGAKIEKIE / ONE TREE HILL

Relocation and proposed extension of dwelling.

15 Golf Road Epsom
Auckland 1023

R/LUC/2016/292/3

Land use consent

13/10/2016

MAUNGAKIEKIE / ONE TREE HILL

Two proposed new dwellings and a swimming pool

15 Golf Road Epsom
Auckland 1023

R/LUC/2016/3903

Land use consent

29/08/2016

MAUNGAWHAU / MOUNT EDEN

Parking shortfall for existing restaurant

428-434 Mount Eden Road
Mount Eden Auckland
1024

R/LUC/2016/3933

Land use consent

1/09/2016

MAUNGAKIEKIE / ONE TREE HILL

Construction of a rock boundary wall

197-211 Green Lane West
Epsom Auckland 1051

Pt Lot 18 DP
4200 235m2, Lot
19 DP 4200
2044m2, Pt Lot
20 DP 4200
Pt Lot 18 DP
4200 235m2, Lot
19 DP 4200
2044m2, Pt Lot
20 DP 4200
Pt Lot 18 DP
4200 235m2, Lot
19 DP 4200
2044m2, Pt Lot
20 DP 4200
LOT 4 ALLOT 11
SEC 6
AUCKLAND
SUBS
PTS ALLOT 19
PT ALLOT 19A
SEC 11 PT
ALLOTS 8-11 13

Subdivision- three lots subdivision and jointly owns
access lot- the forth lot

Approved

Approved

Lodged In
Error

Rejected

Approved

Rejected

Approved

Approved
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R/LUC/2016/4037

Land use consent

8/09/2016

OWAIRAKA / MOUNT ALBERT

Alterations to front of house and rear porch

R/LUC/2016/4379

Land use consent

30/09/2016

MAUNGAKIEKIE / ONE TREE HILL

Additions and Alterations to existign dwelling

R/LUC/2016/4820

Land use consent

3/11/2016

OWAIRAKA / MOUNT ALBERT

R/LUC/2016/583

Land use consent

17/02/2016

MAUNGAREI / MOUNT WELLINGTON

Two sotrey extension to dwelling, including associated
works.
Establishment of a childcare centre and storage
facility, with signage.

R/REG/2015/110

Regional

16/01/2015

MAUNGAREI / MOUNT WELLINGTON

R/SUB/2016/4639

Subdivision

19/10/2016

MAUNGAKIEKIE / ONE TREE HILL

R/TRC/2015/2979

Ace Tree

5/08/2015

MAUNGAKIEKIE / ONE TREE HILL

Pruning and trimming of 5 Scheduled Olive trees.

R/TRC/2016/2924

Ace Tree

12/07/2016

MAUNGAKIEKIE / ONE TREE HILL

Pruning of Scheduled Magnolia Grandiflora trees.

197-211 Green Lane West
Epsom Auckland 1051

R/VCC/2013/2758/1

Vary or Cancel
Condition
Vary or Cancel
Condition

10/06/2016

MAUNGAKIEKIE / ONE TREE HILL

20/09/2016

MAUNGAREI / MOUNT WELLINGTON

Additions and alterations to existing dwelling- increase
in footprint size to existing lean to's
s127 Removal of a new soakpit which was approved in
the existing RC

24 Pukenui Road Epsom
Auckland 1023
20 Mountain Road Mount
Wellington Auckland
1072

R/VCC/2016/1303/1

Regional PAUP stormwater consent - see R/JSL/2014/3559
for application plans/details.
Subdivide part common property into four accessory
units.

6 Pickens Crescent Mount
Albert Auckland 1025
3 Hay Place Epsom
Auckland 1023
6 Sadgrove Terrace Mount
Albert Auckland 1025
40 Morrin Road Mount
Wellington Auckland
1072
160 College Road St Johns
Auckland 1072
2A Raurenga Avenue
Royal Oak Auckland
1023
197-211 Green Lane West
Epsom Auckland 1051

SEC 12
AUCKLAN
LOT 2 DP 42266

Approved

Lot 3 DP 66885
896m2
LOT 31 DP 19886

Approved

Lot 1 DP 206421
4685m2

Approved

Lot 905 DP 467442
24871m2
Lot 1 DP 409132
1603m2, SRS UP
495858
PTS ALLOT 19
PT ALLOT 19A
SEC 11 PT
ALLOTS 8-11 13
SEC 12
AUCKLAN
PTS ALLOT 19
PT ALLOT 19A
SEC 11 PT
ALLOTS 8-11 13
SEC 12
AUCKLAN
Lot 2 DP 71037
1581m2
LOT 2 DP 46724

Approved

Approved

Approved

Rejected

Approved

Approved
Approved
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11 Public Input – Friends of Maungawhau
Presenter: Kit Howden
Friends of Maungawhau (FoM) is an incorporated society which has been active on
Maungawhau/Mt Eden for the past 20 years. We are a community group of about 300
members and 15 active volunteers. We meet every Tuesday morning to remove invasive
exotic plants, bring back the natural native flora and maintain tracks in the west and south of
the maunga.
We have also been advocates for improved management of Maungawhau and have
engaged on wider issues impacting public parks and open space in Tāmaki Makaurau.
We wish to congratulate the Maunga Authority on the completion of its first term. As people
working on the front line we are pleased to see the many improvements achieved in the first
two years of the Authority. Our relationships with Council staff and contractors have been
excellent. It is hoped our efforts can be used as a reference when volunteer groups evolve
on other maunga.
We report the sad loss of Dr Susan Bulmer who established FoM and was its first chair. She
was a highly regarded archaeologist and a great advocate for the maunga.
We recognise the immense challenges ahead and we wish to make the following points:

1

Three full-time staff are inadequate to deal with the challenges and work facing
all the maunga. New approaches, such as active involvement of kaitiaki and
honorary or volunteer rangers, are necessary. Kit Howden represented New
Zealand at the International Rangers Congress earlier this year and reported at a
subsequent public meeting in Mt Eden that a collaborative approach is essential
in managing protected cultural heritage sites. More on-the-ground effort is
needed, mainly in education and volunteer leadership.

2

Public open space in Auckland is under increasing pressure. In the limited areas
where we work as volunteers we see increasing track and slope erosion,
worsening desire lines and safety issues. Dog management is becoming a major
point of conflict on some maunga.
Unless long-term initiatives are taken, the shortage of suburban parks in Tāmaki
Makaurau means the maunga will be increasingly used as local or neighbourhood parks
for recreation. To our knowledge, the long-term impacts on sensitive cultural heritage
sites and conservation areas has not been considered. The Auckland Unitary Plan
Independent Hearings Panel merely acknowledged that "open space will be under
greater pressure from a growing and more dense Auckland, and that as a result open
space will need to be multi-functional." The difficulty of providing basic access to parks
in a more crowded city is illustrated below.

3

FoM works closely with contractors and staff on weed and pest plant control.
However, ecological rehabilitation and maintenance of desired vegetation after
weed removal needs urgent attention. We are concerned about secondary,
harder-to-control weeds regenerating once initial target weeds are controlled.
For example, where Japanese honeysuckle has been removed, ivy and
agapanthus can occupy the exposed habitat. It is difficult to control these
species manually; they may require herbicides.
FoM volunteers have helped with the trial plantings of scoria-cone species at Ambury
Regional Park. While this work offers direction, more herbaceous species trialled on site
are needed. Unfortunately, regulatory processes have prevented planting over the last
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few years. This is being addressed now, but in our opinion the costly, elaborate approval
system needs review.

4

There are many places on Maungawhau where volunteers cannot work due to
potential hazards, the instability of the steep quarry slope, and the size of the
maunga. We confine ourselves to the smaller, damaged areas where restoration
will take many years. Volunteer work in these areas needs to be better
integrated with contracted work in other areas.

5

FoM has supported groups such as Three Kings Community Action, Friends of Regional
Parks, Save Our Unique Heritage (SOUL) and the International Rangers Federation
(Thin Green Line Foundation). Core members are involved in the Pest Management
Liaison Group and have attended training courses. We are fortunate to have volunteers
who are knowledgeable about ecology and botany, such as Sel Arbuckle who also has
an interest in the nursery. However, volunteers would welcome more guidance in
archaeology, cultural education and Māori protocol in the work we do.

6

FoM submissions to the Unitary Plan Independent Hearings Panel had some
effect. We were pleased that the Panel acknowledged our evidence on
viewshafts in their final report. This is a matter that the Maunga Authority may
wish to follow up with Council:
Also in regard to local views and potentially new regional viewshafts, the Panel was
impressed by the evidence of Mr Howden for the Friends of Maungawhau and his
highlighting of the importance of the sequence of views from the Coast-to-Coast
Auckland Walkway and the Te Araroa National Walkway. He submitted that active
tourism including walking is a rapidly growing economic opportunity and that views
from regionally and nationally significant walkways could also be included in any
future work programme by the Council to identify new regional and local public
views.
http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/EN/planspoliciesprojects/plansstrategies/unitary
plan/Documents/ihprecommendations/ihp020viewshafts.pdf

7

FoM volunteers continue to meet every Tuesday morning under the guidance of Jean
Barton and Keith Ayton. Social meetings, contact with “roving volunteers” and
volunteering on the wider boundaries of Maungawhau and elsewhere are features that
keep volunteers together. April Glenday continues as secretary. Kit Howden has
resigned as chair and has moved on to other park issues. Like many volunteer groups
FoM is going through a period of transition but is still energised and committed to
preserving the many years of work that have been carried out on the maunga by the
organisation’s volunteers.

We thank the Authority for your support and especially the Council staff under Scott
DeSilva's leadership.
Friends of Maungawhau Committee
info@maungawhau
www.maungawhau.co.nz
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From the Open Space Provisional Policy
Working Final Draft Auckland Council June 2016
“The red and orange areas are not within the
walking distance provision target for
neighbourhood parks. This information can help
prioritise where investment in the open space
network should occur, such as improving
facilities in an existing park or acquiring new
open space”
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